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CHAPTER I
I • INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose and scope of paper - This paper is an
effort to bring to light problems and considerations that the
buyer of woolen and worsted piece goods for retail encounters
in his endeavor to satisfy the demands of his customers. The
writer has as his aim that of putting into writing a phase of
retailing that is known and practiced by many but which has
somehow eluded any formal presentation of the subject. It is
hoped that the reader might, through a perusal of the paper,
become aware of and develop a sound understanding of the ac-
cepted buying principles that have been applied to the buying
of woolen and worsted textiles for retail. With these buying
principles *s a forte, he has taken a sizable stride towards
the goal of becoming a wise, efficient and valued buyer. Of
course, practical experience in the field is of absolute nec-
essity. No mere book can possibly act as an adequate substi-
tute. But it can be of Immeasurable aid in that it makes
known buying principles that should serve as a guide, tech-
niques that have been found successful in practice, and un-
cloaks problems that must be met and solved, so that when the
buyer is confronted with such problems, he has the background
and ability to recognize the considerations involved and there-
by arrive at sound conclusions. His mental processes become
more rational, more orderly. Haphazard decisions are less
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likely. The imnortance of good buying, based on sound theory,
practical experience, and flavored with common sense, cannot
be over-estimated. No yard goods department or fabric shop
can be successful orofit-wise over the long run without it.
The truth must be faced realistically. It is honed, there-
fore, that this paper may act as a direct means of effecting
sound and successful buying or woolen and worsted niece goods
for retail.
The paper makes a study of nroblems that are encoun-
tered in buying woolen and worsted piece goods for a retail
textile store. It cannot hope to cover the Innumerable con-
siderations and obstacles that the retail buyer of such mer-
chandise is called upon to face and solve, therefore, only
those that generally assume the greatest of importance are
discussed. Certain background factors, such as the raw mater-
ial wool itself and the manufacturing processes involved in
the making of a yard of cloth, are discussed in this introduc-
tory chapter because it is felt that an understanding of them
is truly necessary for an intelligent annreciatlon of the sub-
ject. The second chanter treats that all-important nhase of
retail buying, "what to buy." After the buyer determines what
woolens and worsteds are demanded by his customers, he must
then determine "where to buy" these fabrics that are so de-
manded. This consideration is studied in the third chapter.
The next important step that the woolen oiece goods buyer must
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take, after he has decided what to buy and where tc buy it,
is to determine how he can accomplish these two objectives.'
This problem is discussed in Chapter IV, entitled "How to Buy
Woolens." The last chapter is a summary of the major consid-
erations that have been discussed in the preceding pages.
In that this thesis is an attempt to reveal some of
the problems encountered by the individual who embarks on the
road of buying woolen piece goods for retail, it is felt that
a comparison of the differences between woolens and worsteds
is Important for a clearer understanding of his position in
the "Textile World."
B . Differences Between Woolens & Worsteds
Woolen yarns are made from fibers that have been
carded but not combed. The result of this is that the yarn
used in producing woolens consists of fioers of varying lengths
which do not lie parallel but are intermingled and intercrossed.
Woolens have greater density and fuller hand than worsteds,
especially when they are fulled or felted. They are not as
wrinkle-resistant as worsteds; nor do they wear as well. But
their fluffiness and softness make them highly desirable for
certain types of clothing where a casual effect is rated more
Important than durability. An advantage of woolens over wor-
steds is that they permit a greater variety of finishing ef-
fects than the latter. Such effects as slubs, flocks, napped
and curly finishes, are easily achieved in woolen fabrics,
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while worsted finishing operations are limited to clean-cut
or slightly napped mill finished effects. Woolens also are
made in a greater variety of weaves, colors and patterns.
Worsted yarns are made of fibers that have been
both carded and combed. Short and curly fibers ere combed
out. Their longer fibers remain arranged in a uniformed man-
ner, and are tightly twisted, smooth, hard and lustrous. The
resulting yarn, called "tops", is symmetrical and uniform
throughout its length. Worsted fabrics are clear-cut in weave
and texture. Two finishes are used in the manufacture of wor-
steds. Clear-finished worsteds have a smooth hard finish with
the close weave plainly visible. Mill-finished worsteds have
a slight nap which makes the weave less apparent on the sur-
face, though the fabric is firm and closely woven like the
clear- finished types. One advantage of a worsted over a wool-
en fabric is that the former is more duraole and will give the
wearer excellent service in this respect. They tailor and hold
a crease well, having a great resistance to wrinkles. They are
especially desirable for business clothes, although some types
are considered suitable for casual wear. A disadvantage is
that they tend to become shiny with wear.
C . Characteristics of Wool
What characteristics of wool have made it the impor-
tant and valued material that it is in the minds of men down
through the ages? In the first place, wool is warmth- re tain-
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lng. (1) This Is due to the fact that the surface of each
fiber has an overlapping scale formation. The fibers inter-
lock with each other to form warm air pockets. Wool is also
an insulator. It Insulates against the cold by keeping in
the body warmth. It Insulated against heat from the outside.
The net result of this characteristic is that wool may be warm
in winter and cool in summer. Wool is also resllent. Wool
fibers are naturally springy, hold a sharp press, and there-
fore eliminate the need of frequent pressings. And wool is
beautiful. Its interesting surface effects and affinity for
dyes mean soft, muted colors and bright clear shades. Its uni-
versal acceptance is the best proof of the great favor it is
held in by men.
The appearance of the finished fabric varies great-
ly, as the fiber ranges from the short staole, soft crimpy,
dull Merino wool to the long, lustrous, hair-like fiber of
the Lincoln sheep of England, the glossy hair of the Angora
goat of Asia Miner, or the coarse, long hair of the Chinese
sheep. The length of these fibers as a rule will vary from
two to even twenty inches. The longer and finer the fibers,
the more costly but the more beautiful is the cloth that is
manufactured, and that the consumer may wear and enjoy. A
longer and finer fiber is generally used in the manufacture
(1) Based on Women’s Wear Dally . "Portraits of the Fibers
You Sell", Vol . 78, No. 79, Fairchild Publications,
New York, p. 46.
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of worsteds than in xvoolens, thus being an Important factor
in the reason that they are usually a more expensive fabric.
D . History of V.Tocl Textile Industry in North America
The wool textiles industry in North America had its
actual beginning with wool imported from England. This wool
was carded, spun and woven by hand in the colonists' homes.
About the middle of the seventeenth century, a small group of
carders from Yorkshire, England, settled in Rowley in the Mass-
achusetts Bay Colony and won local renown for their wool cloth.
To them is attributed the construction of the first fulling
mill in America. A fulling mill is a machine used in the fin-
ishing of wool cloth to increase the body of the fabric and
give evenness to its texture. A fulling "mill" is merely a
piece of processing equipment and is not to be thought of as
a factory. A small number of sheep were imoorted from England
around 1650 to 1660 but did not thrive, and in 1660 the Brit-
ish Parliament, in an effort to protect its home industry, pro-
hibited the exportation of sheep. This prohibition continued
until 1765, so for a long time the American colonies were large-
ly dependent on such wool as they could imoort from Europe.
Limited in wool supply, the development of the craft in America
was greatly retarded. From 1657 on, however, fulling mills
were set up in Salem, Roxbury, Dorchester, and other New Eng-
land towns, and the amount of wool cloth processed increased
steadily although at a slow rate.
? i . r ; xe? 1-0
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Impetus was given to wool and cloth production dur-
ing the Revolutionary War when foreign sources of supply were
curtailed or cut off. After this war, woolen goods of British
Manufacture again appeared in volume on the Colonial market.
However, the Embargo Act of 1607 and the Nonintercourse Act of
1609 once more revitalized domestic production and by 1810 the
sheep population had risen greatly. War again spurred the de-
velopment of the wool textile industry in 1812 but the reestab-
lishment of peace in 1815 caused the American markets to be
flooded with goods of foreign origin. From 1830 to 1837 the
improvement, of machinery, better transportation and the growth
of cities stimulated the industry and greater emphasis was put
on wool growing which migrated westward.
Following the Civil War, there was a rapid increase
in the production of wool fabrics in this country. The growth
of the industry after the Civil War was stimulated by the gen-
eral industrial expansion of the United States and consider-
ably helped by the Tariff Acts of 18S7 and the years following.
These tariffs provided for the protection of the domestic wool
grower and for the wool fabric manufacturer as well, and made
it possible for the woolen mills in this country to compete
successfully with the much longer established mills in England
and on the Continent. By 1997 rather more than 90^ of our re-
quirements for wool fabrics were supplied by American mills.
E . Wool Crowing in the Unit ed States
In the United States, there are two methods of rais-
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ing sheet). They are known as the "farm method" and the
"range method". The farm method is used mostly in the states
east of the Mississippi River. The sheep are kept in fenced
pastures and orovided with shelter of various kinds as orotec
tion against the elements. In the west, the sheep range for
food in large flocks under the eye of the herder, but enjoy
only such protection as nature may orovide in the form of val
leys, ravines and forests. Problems of constant concern to
all wool growers are unfavorable weather and attacks on the
flocks by predatory animals, parasites and disease.
The United States with an annual clio of about 300
million rounds is the third largest oroducer of wool in the
world, being suroassed only by Australia and Argentina. It
had 7$ of the estimated world population of 720,000,000 sheer
in 1945. Some wool is grown in every state of the Union but
Texas leads, accounting for about 25$ of the total. Wyoming,
Montana and California rank next with about 8$, Q% and 6$ of
the total. In addition to the wool shorn from sheep, about
60,000,000 pounds of wool are made available yearly by the
"rulleries." This wool is removed from the hides of the
sheep that have been slaughtered for meat.
Of the many different breeds and tyres of sheep,
the Merino is king of the species where fineness of fiber is
concerned. It originated in Spain, and from there was intro-
duced into the flocks of South America, The United States,
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Australia, and other sheep-growing countries. In this country,
Merino stock is found mainly in Ohio and Texas. Tine Rambouil-
let, or French Merino sheen, is found mostly in Texas and the
far western states. It is a fine wooled animal and is much
fleshier and slightly more abundant than the Merino. The
breeds of English origin, Hamoshires, Oxfords, Southdowns,
Dorsets, etc., are of the so-called mutton types developed
primarily for their meat value. Their wool is relatively long
and coarse and the fleece is not as heavy as that of the wool
breeds. By selective breeding, great strides have been made
in the development of sheep which have the desired character-
istics, whether wool or meat, and are best suited for the par-
ticular climates and territorial conditions.
F . Wool Goes to the Market
Wool is shorn from sheep in some section of the United
States every month of the year, but the bulk is shorn in the
months of February through July. In Texas and Southern Cal-
ifornia some sheep are shorn twice a year but the usual prac-
tice is to shear once a year.
The fleece is rolled into a bundle with the fiber
ends that were nearest the skin outside. The fleece thus
presents its best appearance. The bundle is then tied with
a length of paper twine. These bundles are bagged in sacks
about six feet in length and are packed solidly by a man who
..
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tramps them down. The wool Is then ready for shiDment to
market
.
The wool grower markets his wool by one of four
principle methods: outright sale, contracting, consignment
or cooperative marketing. Outright sale Is where the grower
sells the shorn wool to the wool manufacturer or, as is more
generally the case, the wool dealer. Contracting is the term
applied to the practice of selling wool before it is shorn.
This method is of more importance and broader usage when the
demand for wool is strong. Consigning wool is widely prac-
ticed when the orlces at shearing time are unsatisfactory to
the grower. The wool is shipped to the wool dealers or cooDer-
atives in the hope that prices will pdvance before the wools
are sold. Cooperative Marketing is a system employed in pbout
10 major wool growing states wherein the growers associate to
sell their wool cooperatively through a single agency. Most
of these local marketing associations are, in turn, members of
the National Wool Marketing Corporation, Boston, Mass., to
which they consign their wool for sale. Uoon receipt of the
wool, the Corporation advances money on account and the local
organization in turn, distributes these partial payments to its
member growers.
G-. The Selection and Grading of Wool
When fleece wool in original bags arrives at the
v/arehouse or marketing center, it is graded for average fine-
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ness of fiber, strength and length of fiber. Similar fleeces
are collected in large lots of about forty to fifty thousand
pounds and offered for sale . The buyer must know how to esti-
mate accurately what the shrinkage in weight will be when
scoured to remove the foreign matter. Wool, as sheared from
sheep, contains suint, dust, vegetable and other foreign mat-
ter which must be removed before it advances to the manufac-
turing processes. Wool grown in the United States loses on
the average close to 60% of its weight in scouring so that
100 oounds of "greasy wool" yields about 40 pounds of "clean
wool" . Because this shrinkage factor varies widely, wool is
nearly always bought after visual inspection of graded lots
and a careful estimate of this shrinkage factor.
The differences which are found in wool from the
various types of sheep are almost without limit for not only
does the breeding influence the type of wool, but the environ-
ment in which the sheen live, the weather, feed and wster sup-
ply, all exert their Influence on the quality of the fleece.
The type of soil influences the real weight of the fleeces.
Sandy soil has the tendency to increase "grease weight" of the
fleece because the sand gets into the wool. Sheep raised on
grass lands do not pick up so much of this extra weight. The
vegetation likewise influences the value of the shorn fleece.
If it is such that many burrs, seeds, or other clinging veget-
able growths become entangled in the wool, its value is reduced.
Or if the grasses on which the sheep feed are not really suit-
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able, the wool may be faulty. Snow storms may cover the grass-
es so deeply that the sheep cannot graze and for lack of nutri-
tion weak soots develop in the wool. The supoly of drinking
water will also effect the wool.
G-reat care and expert knowledge enter into the se-
lection and evaluation of wool. The buyer must be able to
judge not only the tyoe and duality of the wool but its con-
dition as well. He must be able to judge the real weight of
the wool that he is paying for by accurately estimating how
much clean wool he will get after scouring the greasy wool.
He must be able to select wools of proper fineness and staple
length, which are of the proper color. He must be able to dis-
tinguish sound wool from wool with faults or weak spots. He
must know the characteristics of wools from various areas and
often he can tell the state or county from which the wool comes.
The first main division of wool into classes in this
country is a very broad one separating "carpet wool" and" appar-
el wool". Carpet Wools are the longer and coarser wool which
because of their resilence and durability are used mainly in
the manufacture of floor coverings. Wool so used in the United
States is imported from remote corners of the earth where the
geographic and climatic conditions are rugged and severe and
there has been little improvement in the breed of sheep. Ap-
parel Wools, as the name suggests, are those suitable for man-
ufacture into yarns and fabrics for apparel purposes.
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Sub-classifications and grades of apparel wools,
which we are concerned with in this thesis, are almost legion.
Cne of these relates to fiber length. Shorter wools suitable
for manufacture on the woolen system are known as "woolen-type"
wools. They are sometimes called "carding wools" or "clothing
wools". Wools of sound staple usually longer than 2^ inches
and suitable for manufacture by the worsted system are known
as "worsted-type" wools or may be called "combing wools".
In the manufacture of many fabrics, it is necessary
to resort to further grading of the wools and this orocedure .
is known as wool sorting. In sorting, the tied fleeces are
opened ud and divided by the sorter into sections. This divi-
sion is based uoon the average diameter of the wool fibers in
certain sections of the fleece. The illustration below shows
a fleece. The finest wools usually are found on the shoulders
and side. Sections of like grade are collected together and
the fleece from this Dolnt on loses its identity.
the usual ooints of division for fibers of different grades in
..
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Wool Sorts
"Shoulder" wool is usually the best wool in
the fleece. Next comes side, neck and back
wool. The numbers show the order of preference.
There are two methods of designating the grade of
the sorted wools, one of which, the "blood system", is pecul-
iar to the United States. The other, the "count system", is
more universally used and is increasing in use in this country.
Eoth, however, relate to the average fineness of diameter of
the fibers. Originally in the flood system of grading wool,
the fine wool grown by the Merino sheep was the criterion or
standard and the coarser grades were considered the result of
crossing the Merino sheep with English breeds. While still
used to designate wool fineness, it is no indication of the
true strain of breeding. The count system had as its basis
the theoretical limit of soln of wools of certain fineness,
that is the finer the wool, the finer the yarn that can be
spun from it. The table below compares the relation of the
two systems and gives an idea of the relative amount of each
grade in the U. S. wool clip.
U.S. Name Count System Approx. Percent
Grade Grade of Total U.
Fine 65 1 s and finer 49
1/2 Blood 58 1 s -60's 15
3/3 Blood 56 ' s 21
1/4 Blood 48 ' 8 - 50*s 13
Low 46 1 s and coarser 2
The grades of apparel wool produced in this country rather
closely approximate the percentages of the different grades
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customarily used here.
H . Processing of Wool
The three orlncipal methods of making fabrics and
articles of wool are: 1) Weaving, 2) Knitting, and 3) Felt-
ing. The first two, weaving and knitting, reoulre that the
fibers first be prepared and spun into yarns. Felts are made
directly from the unspun fibers by pressing masses of fibers
together in an environment of moisture and heat. Woven felts
are made also by combining both methods.
1) Preparation of the floers - Wool, as it comes
from the sheep, contains a high percentage of foreign matter,
as already noted, and substantially all of this foreign matter
must be removed in the early stages of processing. This is
generally done by scouring in a solution of soap and soda in
which the wool is slowly raked through a series of long scour-
ing bowls, then rinsed and dried in a continuous operation.
The foreign matter may also be extracted by using a solvent
such as naphtha. Burrs are chiefly removed mechanically by
a burr-picker or chemically by carbonization.
Cleansed of most of this foreign matter, the wool
is dyed and blended for shade and quality and then carded.
Sometimes the wool is dyed in the form of yarn or fabric in
which case the dyeing process prior to carding is omitted.
In the carding process, the blended fibers are fed in con-
trolled quantities to mechanical cards which consist of large
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cylinders and rollers, covered with little wire teeth. These
rollers revolve in opposite directions and act upon the fibers
very much as the comb and brush we use to comb our hair. The
card rollers open up the fibers, which are generally somewhat
matted together, and remove the little nibs or very short fi-
bers and remaining burrs and bits of vegetable matter. From
this point, the processes differ somewhat depending upon
whether the yarn is to be spun on the woolen or on the worsted
system.
2) The Woolen System - Yarns manufactured on the
woolen system require fewer processes and a lesser degree of
parallelization and fiber uniformity than yarns spun on the
worsted system. Woolen yarns are spun directly after carding,
the fibers being delivered from the card in strands called
roping which are wound on spools accommodating forty or more
ends or strands. The spools are then mounted either on a
'•mule" or a spinning "frame" which spins the strands of wool
fibers into yarns.
Worsted Yarn
Magnified Drawing of Yarn Structures
Woolen Yarn
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A spinning mule, or jenny, is a very interesting
piece of machinery because of its intermittent action. Two
hundred to four hundred spinning spindles are mounted on a
carriage which runs on tracks. These SDindles are sheathed
with paper "cops" on which the yarn is wound and which may be
removed and replaced when full of yarn. As the carriage moves
out from the stationary section of the mule on which the soools
of roping are olaced, the feed rolls pay off the roping in giv-
en lengths. The travel of the carriage is greater than the
length of the roping oaid out, thus causing the thickness of
the strand to be reduced through p stretching action. When
the carriage reaches the extreme outer position, the carriage
itself stops but the spindles continue to revolve, thereby im-
parting twist to the yarns. Then the carriage starts back, and
as it returns to its original oosition, the yarn just spun is
wound upon the cops. The operation is repeated until the coos
are comoletely wound with yarn, after which the entire process
is repeated with fresh, empty cops.
The frame soinnlng process is less spectacular be-
cause its drawing and spinning actions are continuous, although
the prlncloles are the same. The rooing is reduced in size by
being drawn between a series of roller-sets revolving at pro-
gressively faster soeeds. From the last set of rolls, the
strand passes through an eyelet directly over an unright whirl-
ing spindle. Twist is imparted by the revolution of the soind.le
and the yarn is wound by the spindle at the same time.
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Mule Spinning
In mule spinning the carriage (v) on which the
spindles are mounted, moves to and from the main
spinning frame that holds the feed rollers (J)
.
On its outward trip with the spindles idle, it
draws out the roving (R) . At the end of this mo-
tion, the feed rollers (J) stop; the spindles (W)
revolve, allowing the roving (R) to slip over the
soindle top (X) thus twisting it into yarn.
On the inward trio (indicated hy (Y) dotted
lines)
,
the yarn is wound onto the bobbin (Z) by
the continued, revolving of the soindle (V/) .
3) The Worsted System - Before wool is spun into
yarn on the worsted system, it is combed to separate the short-
er from the longer fibers. The shorter fibers, called noil,
are used in the manufacture of woolen yarns or to produce
pressed felts. The wool fibers coming off worsted cards are
not separated into small strands as in the case in the manufac-
ture of woolen yarn, but are formed into webs of fibers which,
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after coming from the final cylinder of the card, are fun-
neled through narrow rollers and condensed into a thick strand.
Numbers of these strands are then combined and fed into the
combs. The worsted comb is a machine which combs the fibers
so that they attain a high degree of oaralleli zation and uni-
formity. In the comb the longer fibers are retained and as-
sembled as a thick, even strand known as "Wool Top" which
leaves the comb with a slight twist to keep the fibers together.
As evenness is one of the reauirements of a good
worsted yarn, wool top has to go through a number of drawing
and doubling operations before the strands are ready for spin-
ning. Multiple ends or strands are doubled to enualize irregu-
larities in the thickness of the strands. The strands are then
reduced in size to "roving" py being drawn through rollers and
are paralled by pins acting like metal hair combs which pass
through the fiber strands. This process is repeated until the
roving is of predetermined thickness and weight and contains
a slight twist. The roving is then ready for spinning into
yarns either by the spinning mule or by a spinning frame sim-
ilar to those used in the spinning of woolen yarns.
There are more operations in the production of wor-
sted yarns than is the case with yarn spun on the woolen sys-
tem. The essential characteristics of the worsted yarn is
its smooth, even texture, the oaralleli zation of the individ-
ual fibers in the yarn and its comparatively high twist.
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By high twist is meant a relatively large number of turns to
the inch. In contrast, woolen yarn is relatively loose with
comoarati vely little parallelization of the fibers. It takes
on the average about 1.1 oounds of fiber to make a pound of
woolen yarn, whereas 1.35 pounds of scoured wool are required
for a pound of worsted yarn, the principal difference being
accounted for by the noils which are rejected in the worsted
process
.
4) Yarn Description - In the case of both woolen
or worsted yarns, it is common to combine two or more ends or
threads and twist them together for increased evenness and
strength. Such yarns are known as plied yarns.
Woolen yarns are usually designated as to size by
the "Run", but sometimes also by the "Cut", while worsted
yarns are designated by the "count".
A "One Run" woolen yarn is yarn of such a size that
1,600 yards weigh a pound. A "Two Run" yarn would weigh half
as much per unit of length, there being 3,200 yards to the
pound.
A "One Cut" woolen yarn is of such a size that 300
yards weigh a pound.
A worsted yarn with a number or count of "one" has
560 yards to a pound. A "ten count" worsted yarn would weigh
only one-tenth as much per unit of length, there being 5,600
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yards to the pound.
A partial table of eauivalent yarn sizes follows:
YARDS PER WOOLEN YARN WORSTED YARN
POUND Cut Run Count
300 1
560 1
1,600 1
2,240 4, s
2,400 8 li
4,480 8
,
s
4,800 16 3
5,600 3^ 10, s
6,400 4
9,600 6
11,200 7 20
,
s
16,800 30, s
22,400 40, s
In this country most of the yarn produced is spun
by integrated organizations which use their own yarn for sub-
seauent weaving or knitting into fabrics or garments. There
are a number of plants, however, which stop with the spinning
process, selling the yarn to others for hand or machine knit-
ting or weaving into fabrics. The manufacture of yarn for
subsequent use by others is of greater volume in the worsted
rather than in the woolen branch of the industry. Only about
one-sixth of the total ouantity of the woolen and worsted yarn
spun in the United States is sold as yarn to be further pro-
cessed by others.
5) Weaving - A much greater ouantity of wool Dro-
ducts are produced by the weaving orocess than by either the
knitting or felting. Weaving requires the arrangement and
_'
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interlacing of two or more systems of threads. There is a
great variety of woven fabrics. Most apparel fabrics are flat
woven, while upholstery, decorative and household fabrics are
usually made with a cut or looped pile.
The basic weave structure is the plain weave, some-
times called the one-and-one. This weave is achieved by having
each of the warp threads which run the length of the fabric
rise and fall alternately over each of the filling threads,
which run the width of the fabric. Each warp thread is con-
trolled and adjoining warp threads rise and fall in opposing
rhythm, thus forming the plain weave illustrated on Page 26.
Also illustrated on this page are the twill and satin weaves.
Variations in weave are almost without limit but are all de-
rived from, or combinations of, these three principal weaves.
1 • The Plain Weave ( 1
)
Variations in Weave - Basket Effect (Hopsacking, novelty woolens)
Variations in Finish - Nap effect (flannel, fleece, suede cloth)
Clear (worsteds)
Vari a tions in Fibers - Blends (tropicals; also fabrics which are
blends of wool and other fibers)
Variations in Yarn - Rib effect (novelty woolens), Slub effect
(Tweed , Donegal , Homespun , Salt and Pepper
effects), Knotty Surface Effect (Boucle,
coatings only)
,
Special Color Effect
(Heather mixtures, Plaids , Checks , Stripes)
Twist Yarn Effect (two or more colors
twisted together - woolens and worsteds)
(The above has as its purpose that of illustrating how the varia-
tions in the plain weave can be classified for easy identification)
Tl) Based on Women's Wear Dally . "Selling Fabrics Over the Count-
er"
,
Fairchild Publications , New York, Vol. 74, No. 73, Section Two,
P .28
.
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2. The Twill Weave (1)
In this weave, the yarns pass over and under each
other interlacing on successive rows in a staggered manner
to produce diagonal twill lines. The buyer will notice diag-
onal twill lines on the fact of the fabric.
Variations in Yarns - Special Color Effect (Covert, Shark-
skin, Plaids, Heathers, Checks, Stripes)
Slub Effect (Tweed, Donegal, Salt and
Feoper Effects)
Twist Yarn Effect (Two or more colors
twisted together, woolens and worsteds)
Knotty Surface Effect (Boucle; coating
only)
Variations in Fibers - Blends (Fabrics which are blends of
wool and other fibers.)
Variations in Finish - Nap Effect (Flannel, Cashmere, Cheviot,
Saxony, Shetland types, Fleece, Doeskin
finish)
Clear Effect (Worsteds)
Mill Effect (Worsteds)
Curly Nap (Chinchilla, Montagnac in
coa tings
.
)
Felted (Kersey, Melton in coatings
and snow suits)
.
Variations in Weave - Steep Twill (Gabardine, Elastiaue, Cav-
alry Twill, many other coatings and
suitings)
.
Broken Twill (Herringbone, many striped
and olaid effects).
(1) Ibid, p.30.
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Heavy Twill ( Tricotine, WhiDCcrd)
.
Fine Twill (Gabardine, Broadcloth,
Cashmere, many other suitings).
Fancy Twill (Worsteds and Woolens
woven in variations, such as inter-
locking weaves).
Corkscrew Twill (Worsted suitings)
Even-sided Twill (Serge)
3 . The Satin Weave ( 1
)
In this weave, yarns pass over and under each other
in a pattern which breaks up in a twill line. A characteris-
tic is that long floats in either warp or filling prevail on
the surface of the fabric. Wool Venetians and Barathed are
examples of fabrics in which this weave is employed.
4 • Developments from Basic Weaves ( 2
)
a. Pile Fabrics - These fabrics are constructed with an ex-
tra set of warn or filling yarns which are woven in such a way
that they stand up from the surface of the fabric.
Uncut Pile - Looped pile (Frieze coating)
Cut Pile - Warp pile (Plush, Velour, Astra chan Cloth)
Filling pile (Coatings)
b. Figured Weaves - These are materials that are woven on
special looms or with special loom attachments which produce
elaborate figured designs In the weave. In woolens they are
called Doby Figures, which are usually geometric figures of
limited size. Tick Weaves , Nallhead or Bird's-eye effects and
(1) Ibid, p.34.
(2) Ibid, p.32.
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Novelty Woolens end Worsteds ere examples of figured weaves.
c. Multiple Laver Cloth - This name is given to woolens with
more than one set of warp and of filling yarns to produce a
heavier fabric. "Double Cloth" is the joining of two single
cloth fabrics by interweaving a fifth yarn in and out among
the two systems of warp and filling yarns. "Backed Fabrics"
are woven with either an extra warp or an extra filling to add
weight and reinforcement to the fabric. It is not being made
at the present time. Plaid back coatings; also coatings such
as Kersey, Melton, Chinchilla, Cheviot, Heathers, Herringbones,
and combination Linings and Interlinings, all may be of Double
Cloth construction with both sides of the same type, or each
side different in appearance and construction. Some suitings
such as French back serge may be of Double Cloth construction.
d. Corded Weave - This effect in woolens is produced by using
two sets of filling yarns, one tight, the other slack. "Stuf-
fer" yarns are often used on the back of the fabric to make the
cords more pronounced. Woolen Bedford Cord is an example.
e. Leno Weave - This weave is formed by twisting adjacent
warp yarns around each other, before each filling yarn is in-
serted. Its outstanding characteristic is its strong open
weave. It is used mostly in novelty woolens for sportswear.
After the yarn is ready for weaving, hundreds of
-_
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threads which ere to form the warp arc wound under even
tension on a large spool, called a "loom beam". This loom
beam is mounted in the back of the loom frame. The winding
of the warp threads on the loom beam is known as warp-dress-
ing. Significant advances in the methods of dressing warps
have been recently made and have not only Increased the speed
of the operation but also the length of the warps which means
that the looms can operate before it becomes nececsary to out
in a new warp.
To provide control of the warp threads, each Individ
ual end is drawn through the eye of a heddle or wire which is
mounted on a harness frame. The alternate raising and lower-
ing of these harness frames, each with its hundreds of hed-
dles controlling the individual warp threads, causes the warp
threads to form a shed through which the shuttle travels from
side to side, leaving a strand of yarn in its wake as it goes.
The shuttle, which carries the filling threads back and forth
through the pre-arranged warp threads, is a long streamlined
box pointed at each end and hollowed out in the center to
hold the bobbin of yarn. Each trip of the shuttle across
the warp threads is known as a "pick". After each pick, the
harness frames change position in accordance with the prede-
termined pattern. This changed position of the harness
frames produces a new shed or different combination of
raised and lowered warp threads. The weave and. the pattern
is determined by the number and color of the filling threads
._
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which pass over the warp threads which are depressed and
hence will be hidden, and the number and color of the fill-
ing threads which pass under the warp threads which are lift-
ed and which will therefore hide the filling threads at that
l ooint in the finished fabric.
In the front of the loom and running across the
full width is the "lay" or "batten" which is hinged at the
floor level, enabling it to swing backwards and forwards.
This "lay" carries a reed or large comb through which the warp
threads have been drawn in correct arrangement. The lay also
carries the boxes in which the shuttles come to rest after
each flight across the warp threads. As the shed of warp
threads is being formed by the movement of the harnesses,
the lay swings back toward the harness frames where the reed
serves to guide the shuttle in it split-second flight across
the loom between the raised and lowered warp threads. As the
shuttle leaves the shed, the lay swings forward and the reed
pushes the thread just fed by the shuttle up to the oreceding
pick. The harnesses change position, a new shed is formed and
the whole cycle is reoeated. So rapidly is the cycle complet-
ed that modern looms weave as much as 125 picks a minute, more
than two a second. The simple diagram that follows will aid
in understanding the basic principles of weaving. But it is
suggested that the individual study the actual operation of
a worsted or woolen mill to more clearly understand the ex-
tremely complicated processes that are necessary for the man-
-.
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I
ufacture of x^oolen textiles.
Harness (A) controls the odd warp ends.
Harness (B) controls the even warp ends.
When Harness (A) raises the odd ends, Harness (B)
lowers the even ends to form a shed. The shuttle
(C) Is shot through this shed leaving a pick, in its
wake. Harness (A) and (3) return to center point and
the Reed (D) swinging forward in the lay pushes the
nick up to the Fell (E) or the cloth. For the next
pick, Harness (A) will go down and Harness (B) will
rise.
The construction of oile fabrics is rather more com-
plex. Usually the yarn which makes the oile face of the fab-
ric is supplied by extra warps or special filling picks which
..
.
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serve as auxiliaries to the basic warp or filling threads
which form the fabric itself. One method of constructing a
pile fabric is to weave two base cloths at one and the same
time, one over the other. By a special arrangement of har-
nesses, the yarn which is to form the oile is Interlocked
first in one fabric and then in the other, and as the fab-
ric progresses in the loom, a razor-keen blade cuts the pile
threads at a ooint midway between the two base fabrics.
6) Finishing - After wool fabrics have been woven,
they must be "finished" before they are ready for delivery.
The number and kind of finishing ooerations depends upon the
nature of the cloth and the characteristics desired In the
finished fabric.
When the fabric is through the loom, it is subjected
to what are called "mending" and "burling" ooerations to re-
pair minor defects in the cloth. In the burling of the fab-
ric, knots which are on the face of the goods are brought
through to the back where they do not show to sdoII the sur-
face. "Mending" is the term used in referring to the weaving
in of new threads to correct minor weaving defects and other
imperfections
.
After these weaving defects are corrected, the fab-
ric is "scoured". This scouring removes the processing oil
that was aoplied to the fibers to facilitate the spinning pro-
cesses and also cleans soots and streaks which have been nicked
._
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up In the weaving operations. The next steo Is to "full" the
fabric
.
In fulling, the fabric is subjected to heat .moisture
and pressure, which causes it to shrink in width and length but
to gain in body as the yarns relax the tensions resulting from
the weaving oDerations. The heat is self-generated as the long
rope of fabric is rolled for a considerable length of time in
a "fulling". The pressure comes from the rollers at the top
of the fulling mill between which the cloth passes as it is
driven in its tumbling cycle in the mill. The moisture need-
ed is usually added in the form of a relatively weak soap solu-
tion. Many woolen fabrics come off the looms ouite open in
texture, looking like coarse net or bagging, but as a result
of heavy fulling, the yarns relax and the fibers interlock or
felt so that the surface becomes solid and uniform.
A Fulling Mill
.,
’
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Usually after woolen fabrics have dried, the fibers
on the face are raised by brushing or neooing, so that the
texture of the weave is comoletely hidden. This napping is
done either by wire covered rollers or by teasel machines
which use vegetable burrs. The wire or burr barbs nip the
fibers and pull their ends up free from the fiber mass to
produce a fuzzy or napped surface. To make this nap, even
the fabric is "sheared". The operation of the shear is very
much like that of a lawn mower. However, unlike the lawn
mower, which is passed back and forth over the lawn, the
mower in the wool mill stays put, and the fabric is passed
under the whirring blades which trim the brushed up fibers
to uniform height.
Most worsted fabrics are also sheared to set an
even surface. Those cropped most closely so that the weave
and the roundness of the threads are quite apoarent to the
eye, are called "clear finished". Those on which a slight nap
is allowed to remain on the face are known as "mill-finished"
and sometimes "unfinished" which is something of a misnomer.
The clear finished fabrics have a sharp, crisp feel to the
hand whereas the mill finished fabrics feel relatively softer.
1 The Wool Products Labeling Act
After many years of agitation for legislation on
labeling of wool products to establish a distinction between
so-called Virgin Wool and other wool materials which were not
so defined, the Congress in 1939 enacted the Wool Products
..
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Labeling Act.
The lew Itself does not mention Virgin Wool as such
but defines three separate categories of Wool as follows:
Wool : the fiber from the fleece of the sheet) or lamb
or hair of the Angora or Cashmere goat (and may include the
so-called specialty fibers from the hair of the camel, aloaca,
llama and vicuna) which has never been reclaimed from any wo-
ven or felted wool oroduct.
Reprocess ed Wool : wool fiber which has been woven or
felted into a product and, without ever having been utilized
in any way by the ultimate consumer, is subsequently made
into a fibrous state.
Re-used Wool : the resulting fiber when wool or re-
processed wool has been spun, woven, knitted or felted into
a wool product, which, after having been used in any way by
the ultimate consumer, subsequently has been made into a
fibrous state.
These categories are based on the history of the
wool rather than on any definite measure of quality or meas-
urable physical characteristics. This has resulted in con-
siderable confusion to which the Federal Trade Commission
has added by setting up a fourth category in defining Virgin
Wo o
1
or New Wool as material composed wholly of new or virgin
wool which has never been used, or reclaimed, reworked, re-
processed or reused from any spun, woven, knitted, felted,
or manufactured or used product. The Wool Products Labeling
.'
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Act requires that oroducts containing wool be labeled to show
the percentage of the wool fibers and also that of any other
fibers present in the product, such as the use of any loading,
filling or adulterating non-fibrous matter.
It was the contention of the orooonents of this leg-
islation that, other things being equal, labels soecifying the
content of wool oroducts would serve as nuality guides to the
consumer, retailer, and manufacturers alike. However, other
things are seldom eoual, and it is not true that a fabric made
of reorocessed wool is necessarily inferior to one made of any
other kind of new wool or that reused wool oroducts are of low-
er quality than those made from reorocessed fibers. A law to
prohibit vegetable and synthetic fibers masquerading as wool
was clearly needed but the oresent regulations cause consider-
able confusion in the mind of the consumer and the benefits of
the Act are not as great as was intended.
The degree of compliance with the Act deoends large-
ly upon the Integrity of the dealers and manufacturers since
there are no ohysical or chemical tests by which the relative
content of "virgin wool", "wool", "reprocessed wool" or"reused
wool" can oe determined after a fabric has once been manufac-
tured. Tests are available for the determination of the silk,
rayon, cotton and wool content of the fabric, but these tests
tell little concerning the Dsst history of the fibers examined.
Wool is a versatile fiber. There are many different
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types and dualities which can be combined in many blends and
processed in many different ways. The value of the end oro-
ducts depends upon the raw materials selected, of course, but
even with a proper selection of the wool for the purpose in
mind, the oroduct will be unsatisfactory unless the wool is
correctly and carefully processed. A content label affords
no basis for judgment as to the manufacturer’s knowledge of
manufacturing techniques nor of his integrity as a Droducer.
Some oeople have a natural or acquired ability to
Judge the worth and wearability of a fabric by its feel and
appearance. Those who do not have this ability will find it
safer to rely on the label of the reliable textile mill or
established jobber rather than attemot to read degrees of
quality into labels that can tell only of what a product is
made, not how it is constructed or how satisfactory it may
prove in service.
J . Conclusion
We have seen how the raw material wool, after under-
going many and diverse processes, becomes a finished oiece of
material, either woolen or worsted in nature. The oroblem of
distribution now arises. We are concerned, in this par>er,
with that Dhase of distribution which channels wool oiece
goods to the retailer for over-the-counter sale as yard goods
to the ultimate consumer. Problems that are encountered by
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the retail buyer of woolen and worsted piece goods in his
quest of successfully satisfying the demands of his customers
is the particular asoect of this broad problem that will be
discussed in the following chanters. It is honed that this
chapter will serve as a background for the retail buyer by
enabling him to have a more clear nlcture of the story that
precedes the wool fabrics that he must buy and sell, and thus
aid in effectuating more wise and sound buying and selling on
his nart.
.
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CHAPTER II
WHAT TO BUY
1 . Customer Demand In Genera l
The first step of the buying function grows out of
an analysis of consumer demand. It is of the utmost import-
ance to have a reasonably accurate analysis of this demand,
whether you be manufacturer, wholesaler or retailer. How well
you perform this function will be reflected in your profit
or loss for the business year. The mere fact that consumer
demand is a manifestation of human personalities makes this a
constantly complex ordeal for every business man. He must
bring into play every aid at his command in order to solve
this never ending problem.
2 . The Customer of Today
In this day and age customer demand is more than
acceptance of the goods offered as held true in the oast.
Therefore, it is a sound principle that states that the buyer
must base his buying policy on his customer's needs rather
than on the manufacturer's desires. The retailer is faced
with a new type of customer today. They are better educated,
keener judges of value, and know more definitely what they
want. They possess more independence in their shopping be-
cause of improved modes of transportation, communication, and
number of stores to choose from. Many buyers fall to realize
-.
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that they will freauently shop until they get what they want.
Lost sales are greatly due to not carrying what customers ex-
pected and wanted from your oarticular store. You must buy
from your customer's angle and net from your own. The trend
in buying nationally advertised brands is still another impor-
tant characteristic of today's customer.
Let us now take a more detailed look at the customer
of today as regards woolen and worsted piece goods at retail.
First, consider the fact that the customer is better educated.
She has been subjected to more years of formal schooling. Her
interests are more varied. Style magazines, movies, fashion
news and shows, all tend to make her more style conscious and
thus more choosey in her selection of any oarticular fabric.
She sees a particular fabric used in a suit as illustrated by
"Harpers" and wants one just like it. No other will do!
Next, ehe is a keener judge of values. Sewing school
teachers tell her about the relative values of materials. In
general, it can be said that the customer wants good materials
at a price. She has found that it is a waste of time to sew
on cheap fabrics. Ready to wear cost of dresses, suits, etc.
made of inferior goods are not far above the cost of making
your own garment, but when you get into better woolens and
worsteds a great savings can be realized. Thus the customer
is nulck to recognize and appreciate good fabrics that are
offered at a reasonable orice.
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Competition in the niece goods field of retailing
is much keener today because of the greater independence that
the customer has in her shopping for fabrics. In days gone
by the general store, with a limited selection, was her source
of supply, but today she has many stores to choose from. Most
department stores have piece goods departments. A town or
city of any size has one or mere fabric shops. Many mills,
especially in New England, have retail stores for their own
products at the mill. And so it is a relatively easy matter
for the shopper to compare offerings. This has been facili-
tated by the media of advertising and improved transportation
.
The makings of a suit or coat out of a woolen or a worsted
entails a sizable expenditure, much effort, and pride of ac-
complishment . It is evident, therefore, that many women
will shop and shop for the makings of a garment.
The customer often knows definitely what she wants.
Perhaps she has seen the material in some high-priced ready
to wear article. Then again she might have been attracted to
a particular suit in one of the leading style magazines. These
magazines freouently tell exactly what cloth to use and even
the particular brand. Example: A dress made of "Botany" wool
crepe, or a suit made of "Forstmann" worsted glen plaid. These
sources of fashion information tend to make uo the customer's
mind. They think that they will look like the picture in the
magazine. It takes a good saleswoman to change their minds
when you do not have at least that particular type of material.
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Of course, there are mpny who a re not so influenced and are
motivated by other reasons in their selection.
We are living in a brand-name age. (1) Practically
every product offered to the consumer carries a name which at-
tempts to set it off from the same or similar products. There
is a growing use of brand promotion which is represented to an
unusual degree in the textile Industries. Many of the large
manufacturers have engaged in extensive "consumer education"
campaigns, using national style and general magazines as their
principal weapon in convincing the woman that their brand of
material is the best in every respect. Presumably by this
method they gain a competitive advantage over their competitors
if they are able to convince their own customers that their
promotions have "pulling power" with consumers. Botany Mills,
Pacific Mills, and Burlington Mills are just a few examples
of manufacturers who have followed this course. Vogue, Harper's
Bazaar, and McCalls are frequently used to put their message
across. This advertising has a profound effect on consumer
thinking as to fabrics. Customers come into stores and ask
for definite brands. Even though they do not ask for a certain
brand, the sight of one of them is a great means of reducing
sales resistance. They are excellent good-will agents for any
fabric department. It is often a simple matter to trade up
(1) Based on interview with Frank L. Foreman, General Sales
Manager, Botany Mills , Inc ., New York, March 2, 1949.
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after the customer has compared an inferior, little advertised
fabric with the perfection of a fine, nationally-advertised
material. Any difference in price is usually no barrier in
the customer's eyes. In a rising price trend, there is less
resentment towards a "known brand". But in a falling market,
there is present a feeling among consumers that the higher-
priced brand name woolens do not warrant this higher price,
especially when the difference is appreciable. But it is felt
that the nationally advertising companies have made a deep
enough impression on the minds of consumers to weather any
storm of an economic nature.
Women shop for their woolen and worsted piece goods
until they get a piece of material that is suitable to them.
Weave, weight, color and price are the principal considerations,
but not necessarily in that order. Therefore, it is axiomatic
that the buyer should strive for- as complete a selection as
practical with these four factore in mind. Of course, no store
can carry the infinite number of different materials available
which would be necessary to satisfy the tastes of a small group
of customers. In this selection your staples should be the
backbone of your stock. For example, in your blacks you should
carry crepes, failles, gabardines, broadcloths and suedes in
different \tfeights and of different dualities. A poor selection
means lost sales. This latter fact cannot be over-emphasized.
3. Importance of Woolens and Worsteds to the Consumer
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Woolens and worsteds are among our most useful and
valued textiles. No other fabrics can take their olace for
warmth and endurance. The growing imoortance of these fabrics
in the retail piece goods field is evidenced by the fact that
throughout the country niece goods have in many stores moved
into the inner circle of major departments. Fabric shops,
both chain and single unit, have apoeared throughout the coun-
try in ever increasing numbers. Clothing is a necessity. This
fact, couDled with the trend in increased home sewing, has made
woolen piece goods widely sought. The number of uses to which
they may be out is great. Suits, skirts, coats, robes, dresses
and shirts are all made from wools. Imagine a. winter, or for
that matter a summer, in which some article that is made of
wool is not worn. Man, woman and child, young and old, are all
potential purchasers or users of woolen garments.
4 . How Characteristics of Woolens Effect Consumer Demand
The important matter of oroper judging of textile
materials has been just as difficult for the consumer
as for the new salesperson. The Dresent day business
or professional woman, the housewife and the mother
received very little, if any, shopping and sewing
apprenticeship. (1)
This situation caused the pre-war slump in yard goods
sales as women had never learned to make their own clothes. But
the war and post-war shortage and high cost of ready to wear,
(1) Wingate, Isabel, Textile Fabrics and. Their Selection .
New York, Prentice-Hall, 1942, p.ll.
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the increased attendance of sewing schools, and the promotion-
al activities of textile manufacturers and piece goods depart-
ments has resulted in a strong interest of woolens by the yard
When purchasing woolens, some people are interested
primarily in appearance or style, others desire serviceability
and still others look for both smartness and durability. Some
materials possess all of these qualities, but in varying de-
gree; others possess one and not another. The qualities which
make a woolen saleable depend partly on the kind of raw mater-
ial used and partly on the kind and variety of manufacturing
processes through which the fabric has passed.
For the retailer the sale is, as a rule, made to
those who care very little about technical details,
but are more anxious about wear and value, and the
salesman naturally keeps these points in mind when
collecting information. (1)
The customer has certain auestions in her mind when she enters
your store to buy a woolen fabric. She may not ask the sales-
person a single queetion, and yet, the successful salesperson
who can determine the customer's likes and dislikes through
conversation and sales talk, will usually make the sale.
The discriminating consumer-buyer has at least some
of the following auestions in her mind when she purchases a
woolen or a worsted. What use have I for such material? Is
it suitable for my needs? Can the fabric be worn or used for
(1) Cstlck, E.
,
Textiles for Salesmen . London, Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sens, Ltd., 1951, p. 11.
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a number of different occasions or purposes? Will it wear
well? Will it be comfortable? Is the material attractive?
beautiful? Will it become me? Is it in fashion? Does the
price come within my means and am I getting my money's worth?
Let us now see what seme of the answers are to the above ques-
tions .
Suitability - For men's overcoats, medium to heavy
weight woolen fabrics are mere suitable than worsteds. The
former are felted cloths with a nap and softer and warmer to
wear than a hard fabric. Both woolens and worsteds are used
for men's suitings, the former being more popular for dress
and long-wearing qualities, and the latter when a softer cloth
is desired for snort and casual wear. Women's wear follows
the same general pattern, although they use much more of the
lighter weight woolens and worsteds than do men. A light wool
dress creoe
,
for example, is strictly a woman's fabric. Such
a fabric does not have enough body to be suitable for men's
wear. The woman wants a fabric that is suitable for the use
in mind. In buying, therefore, the buyer must ask himself
whether a particular offering is suitable to the needs of his
customers
.
Versatility - In general, it may be said that wool-
ens and worsteds in piece goods form are extremely versatile
textiles. The tailoring and consequent style is a much more
restricting factor as to the use that they may be properly put.
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A light weight wool jersey can be used as dress wear or sports-
wear. In fact, jerseys have been used in formal evening dress-
es. On the other hand, tweeds are best used as soorte or casual
wear materials. Plaids also come under this latter category.
Thus, in choosing a particular fabric, the woman has such
thoughts in mind. The retail buyer should have the same.
Durabilit y - Worsteds are better wearing than
woolens. This fact is due to the longer fibers used and the
closer, stronger construction of the cloth. They are of single
and double ply, the latter being longer wearing having more
body, and more expensive. Woolens vary greatly as to durabil-
ity depending upon the quality of the yarns used, weave and
finish. Twists are better wearing than tweeds because the
yarns are twisted together on a twister, thus effecting a long
wearing fabric. Sharkskins are longer wearing than an unfin-
ished worsted because of more picks in the weaving process and
therefore a harder, firmer material. Cheap woolens are packed
with shoddy reworked or reprocessed wool, and become shiny at
points of friction. Therefore the selection of any particu-
lar cloth depends upon the use that it is to be put and the
length of wear to be expected. It is of great importance that
the customer be given fabrics that have the durability she has
a right right to expect.
Comfort - All wool fabrics are warmer than wool mix-
tures anc1 therefore furnish more comfort in the winter. Wool
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fabrics can be woven with fine yarns in loose weaves and
therefore can be worn ouite comfortably in the summer, tropic-
al worsteds are a fine example of this. In the winter heavier
woolens are best for warmth, although weight does not necessar-
ily predicate warmth. Some coatings are heavy because of the
great amount of shoddy used. The weight and the weave of the
fabric are thus the governing factors as to the comfort that
is derived. Many oeoole are allergic to all-wool cloth and
thus must either purchase a rayon mixture or not wear woolens
at all.
Appearance - There are various reasons why one
woolen or worsted will have an entirely different appearance
than another. Woolen's beauty lies not in the luster but in
the depth and softness of pile in woolens and the intricacies
of weave in worsteds. Example: wool eiderdown is a warm,
soft downy woolen and a herringbone worsted cheviot an inter-
esting weave in a. worsted. Wool fabrics have a great elastic-
ity and drape gracefully, falling into softer folds because
of slack- twisted yarns. Worsteds tailor more easily, hold
shape, and press better. Coarse wools are more lustrous than
good-grade wools. A natural low luster is to be preferred.
Cheap wools do not take dyes as well. They are not as fast,
because a cheaper dye is used. Appearance of woolens is also
effected by the finish. Better finishing gives the cloth a
nicer handle, due to the more processes that the fabric is
..
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put through at the mill. Better yarns also add to a more beau-
tiful appearance and finer handle. The weave is also very im-
portant in this resoect. A closer weave, that is a greater
number of ends placed in the warp and a greater number of picks
in the filling, tends to make a firmer and more attractive fab-
ric. Better grade woolens and worsteds also have more taste in
styling. More effort is cut into their styling and the design-
er is aided in this respect by a material that in itself is
easier to work with. These factors all contribute to a finer
appearing material. The customer oerhaps doesn't understand
the technical details and reasons why one fabric is better in
appearance than another but she can easily recognize the dif-
ference when that difference is appreciable.
Style - Style is still another characteristic of
woolens that effects consumer demand. In a general sense,
worsteds are used more by men and woolens more by the women.
In this post-war period, women have tended to favor worsteds
more than formerly, a fact that put the soft goods market in
a most unfavorable position. This was in part due to the ex-
cessive amount of poor duality woolens forced on the market.
The style factor is of such import that it will be discussed
in greater detail under Sales Analysis later on in this chap-
ter. Suffice it to say for the present that women are extreme-
ly style conscious in the selection of their woolen md worsted
piece goods
.
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Price - Virgin woolens and worsteds are the most
expensive. Manipulated fabrics, that is these with shoddy,
reused or reprocessed wool, or with mixtures of other such
as rayon and/or cotton, cost less. Of course the above is
only true in a general sense. Besides the grade of wool used,
the orice of the fabric depends on its construction, finish
and taste. The consumer-buyer usually demands ouallty at a
price. They want what they make to last, ^oday the demand
for cheaper woolens is mostly for children's wear. Of course,
depressions necessitate an unwilling change for many to less
costly and poorer ouality materials.
5. Sales Analysis
A . Past Sales
Past sales are of great value to the buyer in form-
ulating his clans for the selling season. They are a good
indication of what materials have been successful sellers and
what have not been in the past. But such information must be
carefully interpreted in the light of present conditions. Ma-
terials that were leaders one year may be slow the next and
vice versa. This is especially true of fabrics that have fash-
ion appeal such as pastels and large multicolored plaids. In
the winter of 1947-48, pastel woolens were very much in fashion
and the demand for them was great. But in the 1948-49 winter
season, they were slow movers. Darker colors went, especially
dark green.
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It should be emphasized again that one of the
most common mistakes made by buyers is that of
following previous orders too closely without
taking into due consideration what he.Doened to
the merchandise after it was bought. (1)
Staple weaves, patterns and colors have a much steadier de-
mand, although even these have a tendency to fluctuate from
season to season, year to year. Therefore, it is evident that
although past sales are »n aid in formulating buying clans,
they should not be the lone consideration. The future de-
mands of fashion are amoly sufficient to throw such a limited
basis of forecast askew.
B . Pres ent Customer Demand and Accepta nce
During World War II, the customer was forced to ac-
cept a limited and often an inferior assortment of woolens
and worsteds. Jobbers and manufacturers made wide use of tie-
in sales to retailers. For every bolt of good material, buy-
ers were freouently forced to take one of Questionable Quality
and taste. It was a sellers market and the consumer was its
ultimate victim. But today the tide has turned and in the
majority of instances the customer has once again come into
her normal position. She now demands certain weaves, weights
and colors. Clever salesmanship is often needed to switch
them to something else that is in stock. Many sales «re lost
because they will search until they get what they want. Qual-
ity at a price, seems to be the customer's cry of today and
(1) The Merchandising Division of the N.R.D.G.A., The Buyer's
Manual
.
New York, 1937, o. 122.
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every buyer would do well to keeD this feet in mind in making
his commitments.
C . Information from Other Stores
Retail stores, both large and small, should keep a
watchful eye on the offerings of comoetltors. The small fab-
ric shoo buyer can often gather useful information from large
stores who have both the money and means to make extensive
studies in an effort to ascertain what the customer wants. "A
merchant's success in holding a oermanent cliente depends for
the most oart on his comoarative offerings both as to merchan-
dise and service." (1) Therefore it is to the benefit of any
store selling fabrics to study their comoetltors offerings.
The buyer, or one of his reoresentati ves should make regular
visits to comoeting stores. One deoartment store requires its
clerks to make such visits at least once a week. Notice what
woolens and worsteds they are carrying as to orice, nuality,
selection, and brands. What goods seem to be selling? How
do their offerings compare with yours? Are you too high? too
low? Do they seem to have a fast seller which you either do
not have or are not Dromoting? Are they offering better ma-
terials at the same price? What are their orice lines? What
price lines do they soeclalize in? Who are their sources of
supply? Which of these sources might be of value to you?
(1) Murnhy, John Allen, Buying . New York, Alexander Hamilton
Institute, 1927, P. 39.
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What nationally advertised brands do they carry? What kind
of a. selection do they have? What patterns and colors have
they stocked? What are they selling with a below average
markup? What are they orcmotlng? advertising? What is the
caliber of their selling force? These and many more questions
should be asked. The buyer must have a firm knowledge and un-
derstanding of his comoetitors for the successful operation of
his own store.
All the answers to the above questions must be ar-
rived at with caution. No buyer should follow blindly even
the most successful store. They make mistakes, olenty of them.
He should therefore analize their actions in the light of his
own business and customers. A large deoartment store might be
in a far better position to carry a line of imoorted worsteds
and woolens than a small mill end shoo. A full page spread
announcing a tremendous orice slash on thousands of yards of
woolens might be indicative of real bargains and a source of
deep concern. But first, the buyer should see for himself
what is being offered at this sale. Oftentimes, the $2.98
tweeds marked down to $1.19 should have been in the vicinity
of $1.19 in the first Diace . The "beautiful jerseys, gabar-
dines, etc." may be "dogs" that they are trying to move and
clear out. "Even the large deoartment stores sometimes re-
sort to this tyoe of false and misleading advertising." (1)
(1) Mr. Arthur Ford, Botany Mills, Inc., Boston, Mass.,
Fee. 2, 1949.
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Some competitors are continually advertising 20% off on all
woolens. This may or may not be a sign for concern. Blind
aping of competitors is dangerous. Instead, an effort should
be made to make your store distinctive.
The buyer of woolens must not only keep close tabs
on competing stores but also on stores in the larger cities,
especially a market city like New York. It is an excellent
idea to subscribe to papers in say Boston and New York. See
what they are featuring not only in piece goods but also in
ready-to-wear. Study what they have to offer. It reoresents
their best judgment as to what people want. What is selling
in New York may soon be in demand locally. Therefore, before
buying in the market city, first visit leading stores’ fabric
and ready-to-wear departments. See what is being disolayed,
where the buying activity seems to be the greatest. In New
York, first visit upper 5th Avenue stores to see what mater-
ials as to woolens and worsteds are gaining acceotance. Next,
make a survey of Herald Sauare stores to see those fabrics
that are at the oeak of oooularity. And finally 14th Street
stores to see what styles, Datterns and colors are on the
downswing. Fortified with this information, the buyer will
be able to do a better buying job when he then does into the
market. What is selling in New York will orobaoly sell well
in Holyoke, Mass., although discretion and an understanding
of the wants of your customers is necessary oefcre any final
decision can be wisely made.
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D . Information from Vendors
1) Direct from Salesmen - The wool fabric buyer has many
salesmen, reoresenting both jobbing and manufacturing firms,
calling upon him to show their lines. These salesmen carry
what their resoective firms believe will be the materials
demanded by the public for the season. They are a source of
valuable information to the buyer concerning what to buy.
They are in close touch with what is being manufactured, what
is going to be stressed in ready-to-wear, and what the sales
results have been in other stores to whom they sell. There
is a trend to oass on useful information to the retailer De-
cause they realize that their success in obtaining future or-
ders depends partly uoon the ouality of the reporting service
they render. They are in close touch with the market. They
know what is selling not only in the market cities but also
with your competitors uoon whom they call. On the whole, they
are talkative as far as your competitors are concerned as long
as the information is not of a strictly confidential nature.
(A buyer should not tell salesmen facts that he cannot afford
to have passed along to others.) They will tell you the good
and the bad points of competitors. They will often show you
what other stores have ordered.
But their real worth as a source of information
depends upon the integrity of their firm and the salesman
himself, and the ability of the buyer to separate the sales
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talk from the objective facts. (1) The inouiry, "How Is busi-
ness" by the buyer will too freouently bring an unwarranted op-
timistic answer. Many are ouite adept at the art of overexag-
geration. Much of their chatter is for their own benefit. They
strive to get a footing with your concern as there is great
competition between the numerous houses. Each salesman has in
his line a certain amount of numbers that he is instructed to
push. They may be good sellers and musts in any buying plan.
If this is so, it is good fortune for the buyer. Then again
there may be numbers that the house is heavy on and that they
are trying to unload. Beware! This latter situation is often
due to Inferior goods, either because of their quality or of
their color. In such a case, the buyer should lend a deaf ear
to the many superlatives that the salesman will bestov; upon
the fabrics. They have little trouble selling their best num-
bers and thus when the buyer is confronted with a barrage of
salestalk, he should be cautious and not swept away. One good
method of handling such a salesman is to very diplomatically
but firmly inform him that you are aware of the undesirability
of these numbers. It is a bad policy in this connection
though, to be destructively critical of any salesman's line.
If they do not like you, they will attempt to stick you with
"dogs." A buyer should attempt to gain their respect not only
as a buyer but also as an individual. If he does this, he will
(1) Interview with Mr. ^arry Bardin, Harry Bardin, Inc.,
268 West 39th Street, New York, Feb. 2, 1949.
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have made a long step towards cementing his good relations
with the salesmen and those salesmen will become mo 9 t valuable
sources of information to him as to what to buy.
2) Sampl e Books and Price Lists - Jobbers and man-
ufacturers supply their trade, at great expense to them, with
sample books and price lists of their lines for the season.
They are of great value to the woolen buyer. He can, at his
leisure, without the pressure of a salesman, compare the of-
ferings of his different sources of supply as to the nuality
of the fabrics, the colors offered, and the price. (See next
page) . He may discover that one house is superior in one or
all of these respects. He can get a line on what is being
offered by the trade for the season. If, for example, he sees
that every house is featuring irridescent all-wool tweeds in
light colors, then he should seriously consider stocking this
item. They are an aid, therefore, to the buyer in formulat-
ing his buying plans for the season.
3) Style Services and Bulletins - There is a trend
in the piece goods field, especially on the part of national
advertisers, to furnish their retail outlets with style serv-
ices and bulletins. These can be of service to the buyer, but
he must be aware of the fact that they are inclined to push
their fabrics with little attention given to others. It is the
cumulative effect of these bulletins that will furnish the
-
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SAMPLE PRICE LIST
HARRY BARDIN, Incornorated
268 West 39th Street New York 18, N. Y.
PRICE LIST SPRING 1949
Page Style Price
10 112 $1.65
19 395 — 2.50
9 404 —
—
1 . 97*
20 411 — 2.00
21 673 — 1.85
8 1111 — 2.15
21 1161 — 2.00
11 1213 — 1.95
8 1216 — 2.07*
8 1231 — 2.35
4 1237 — 3.25
4 1238 — 3.25
19 1253 — 2.50
10 1257 — 2.35
9 1269 — 1.75
12 1281 — 1.85
6 1282 — 4.75
11 1286 — 2.65
19 1296 — 3.25
6 1304 — 4.75
10 1305 2.75
5 1320 — 3.87*
20 1334 — 1.72*
Page Style Price
5 1348 $3.87*
6 1369 — 3.95
10 1370 — 2.50
21 1332 — 1.95
7 1398 — 2.e5
18 1411 — 1.35
17 1419 —
—
1.50
14 1422 — 2.35
7 1435 — 2.85
3 1442 — 3.25
4 1444 — 2.00
7 1450 — 2.57*
o 1451 — 1.95
15 1453— 1.30
20 1454 — 1.85
7 1453 — 2.57*
1 1465 — 2.10
16 1467 1.35
3 1469 — 2 . 67*
2 1474 — 1.57*
5 1476 —
—
3.37*
19 1481 — 3.10
1 — — 1482 —— 1.85
Terms Net 30 Lengths 15 to 18 Yards
Delivery Decemoer, January, February As Ready
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truest style forecast. The smaller jobbers still rely on
their salesmen to imoart such information to their retailers.
Perhaoe indeoendent organizations offering this information
would be of more value to the buyer because of their more de-
tached views.
4) Vendor's Showrooms - Every jobber or manufac-
turer maintains a show room in which they have on display
their full line of fabrics. They range in appearance -from
beautiful ultramodern rooms to rather dingy side-street stores.
On trips to the market city, the buyer should visit these show
rooms and get a perspectus of what is being offered by the
trade before he makes any commitments. He should not only
visit those that he does business with but on each buying trip
make it a ooint to call on new concerns. Thus, he will be able
to get a clearer idea of not only what is being offered and oro-
moted but also be able to arrive »t a more reliable decision as
to the relative worth of the different houses to his concern.
The larger, more orogressive houses hold both Fall
and Winter, and Soring and Summer showings of their new lines.
Invitations are sent out to their customers reauestlng their
presence. It is to the advantage of any buyer to attend these
showings. He will be able to get a line on what the materials
are that will be oromoted for the season. He will discover what
materials are being stressed in ready to wear. The associa-
tions and discussions he will have with other buyers and the
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consequent exchange of ideas will prove of certain value in
his buying conduct. Ke should also make it a point to meet
the executives of the house. They can be of great aid in the
future in such ways as speeding up delivery, making adjust-
ments, and notifying you of special buys and job-lot oppor-
tunities. Another great advantage to the fabric buyer in at-
tending the openings of his sources of supply is that he will
be able to buy choice fabrics before they are sold out. Often
times mills misinterpret the demand for their line and it is
taken up by the trade immediately. If they do decide to go
back into production of the particular materials, the time ele-
ment means lost sales to the buyer. Then again, if he does not
place his order at the showings, he might be forced to go with-
out the goods due to the fact that the salesmen might be sold
out by the time that they reach his place of business. This
is frequently the situation. It is evident that the woolen
piece goods buyer should, in so far as ocssiole, attend vend-
or's showings.
E . Information from Trade Papers and Magazines
Trade papers and magazines are among the woolen
fabric buyers' principle sources of information on what to
buy. They carry jobbers and manufacturers 1 offerings in the
form of advertising, reports on what is new, what is selling,
and what appears in use. Fairchild Publications has done much
to aid buyers in this respect, publishing trade papers and
maga zines , conducting fashion surveys and issuing fashion reports
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The Fairchild Publication, "Woman's Wear Daily", is
of great value to the woolen fabric buyer. Although it fea-
tures ready-to-wear items, it contains in each issue a section
on piece goods. It must be emphasized that the fabric buyer
must be not only well acquainted with the piece goods market
but also with the ready to wear, for without a sound knowledge
of the latter, he cannot be successful in the former. This
trade paper is publisiied daily except Sundays and holidays.
Every issue contains reports on what is new, what is selling,
as to colors, styles, patterns, both for piece goods and ready
to wrear. It furnishes information as to what stores are offer-
ing throughout the country and at what price. For esample,
"Another full page ad by this store (Lord & Taylor) highlights
'Fashion Fabrics" featuring Forstmann's woolens at $15.50 to
$16.95 a yard". (1) In this same issue and on the same page
it reported that "Lansburgh's Hit Jackpot with $2.44, regular-
ly from $3.95 to $6.95, a yard wool offering". This promo-
tion of winter woolens took place in July. All yardage was
54 to 56 inches wide and was of nuality material ranging from
suede coating, sharkskin weaves, to flannels, coverts, shet-
lands and the like. The promotion was a sale builder and was
repeated the next w'eek. Presumably the store was able to of-
fer these goods at this low price because of a special purchase
of a closeout. Such closeouts are easily obtainableat this
time of the year. "Woman's Wear Dally" also reveals what is
TTJ ~Fairchlld Publications, Women 's Wear Dally . New York
July 26, 1948, o. 3.

being oushed in large stores* oiece goods departments. There
ere descriptions of the tyoe of ads end language used. There
is news on what leading manufacturers olan to push as to col-
ors and weaves, both as regards piece goods and ready to wear.
Price rises and drops and the reasons for such are reported.
’’Los Angeles, July 11 - The trend toward cut-orice fabric sale
is evident and buyers are generally agreed that these oromo-
tions are a definite boost to sales volume figures". (1) The
classified ad section carries "Buyer's Wants" and "Offerings
to Buyers" for woolen piece goods. The value to the buyer of
this, latter source of information is doubtful due to the great
number of blind alleys. Special sections are put out oerlod-
ically which treat in detail some specific ohase of retailing
piece goods, such as "Selling Fabrics Over the Counter". This
oublicetion serves as a most useful buying tool to the woolen
fabric buyer. It is an excellent means of gaining market know
ledge and a feel of this market.
The Fairchild Publication, "Daily News Record" is
still another trade oaper that is of value to the woolen fab-
ric buyer. Whereas the "Woman's Wear Daily" is primarily a
ready-to-wear trade oaper, the "Daily News Record" deals orln-
cipally in disoensing information about the raw materials and
manufacturing ohase of the textile field. In this respect,
(1) Fairchild Publications, Woman's Wear Dally , New York,
Volume 77, July 12, 1948, p. 18.
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coupled with the fashion Information garnered from"Woman's
Wear Daily", the buyer is able to gain an over-all picture
and "feel" of the textile field's condition. What, where and
how much he buys, will be largely influenced by the conclu-
sions he arrives at from his oerusal of these trade oaoers.
"The Daily News Record" contains textile news of gen-
eral interest, reports on the primary markets, woolen and wor-
sted manufacturing data and reports, dry goods merchandising
news, and textile statistics. There is also a section devot-
ed to buyers' wants and offerings to buyers. Salesmen changes
are listed. There are trade calendars, showing conferences
and showings of textiles. Court decisions affecting the trade
are reoorted . Market trends and forecasts are made. New man-
ufacturing processes are made known. News of the doings of
piece goods stores and. deoartments throughout the country as
to sales, advertising, oromotions, etc., are reoorted. It
makes known what the mills »re oroducing and the orices asked.
Fashion data on mens wear and ladies wear woolens and worsteds
are also included. Soeclal sections, such as "Selling Woolen
and Worsted Fabrics", are oeriodically oresented as an aid to
the buyer.
A third Fairchild Publication that will prove of
value and interest to the woolen and worsted fabric buyer is
"Men's Wear" . What the college boy, the executive, the young
and the old, will be wearing as to tyoe of fabric, grade , weight
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style and price is extensively reported. Men's fashion fore-
casts ere mede. There ere forecests of business conditions
in the men's wear trade. There are "cress time market reports
on woolens and worsteds". The buyer is able to read what tyoe
,
grade, and color of woolens and worsteds are being used by the
leading men's wear manufacturers in their garments. It is ev-
ident that these three publications can be of immeasurable aid
to the fabric buyer.
F. Outside Publications
The woolen fabric buyer will also find it to his ad-
vantage to continually acauaint himself with such fashion mag-
azines as "Haroer's Bazaar"
,
McCall's", "Vogue", "Mademoiselle"
and "Seventeen". Style-conscious women read them and often
base their demand for woolens on the oictures and illustra-
tions that they see in them. These magazines attempt to pre-
dict what will be in vogue for the season. Extensive style
forecasts and surveys are made. They are in touch with the
leading mills and high fashion designers of ladies wear. The
cream of the woolen manufac turers
,
and ladies' wear manufac-
turers, along with leading department and specialty stores,
advertise what they believe will "go". The particular type
and brand of wool fabrics used in the styles shown, is fre-
quently named. This Information enables the buyer to make
a preliminary forecast of his own as to what the women will
be buying from his store for the season. He will find that
he will have calls for exactly the same material as was il-
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lustrated in the October issue of "Vogue". It is his Job to
anticipate this demand and through a thorough study of these
fashion magazines, he will possess still another useful tool
in his buying kit.
G- . Information from Salespeople
An analysis of your actual sales to date is very
important, but it alone is not sufficient. Your customers
can give your store much information as to the woolens and
worsteds that they want. The reasons why they do not buy are
almost as important as the reasons why they do. The consumer
woolen buyer usually gives a good idea of what she is looking
for.
How is the buyer able to gain this knowledge? A
major source of this information is his salespeople. They are
in close contact with the public. They know what is being
called for, what is not in stock, and what the customer likes
and dislikes about the materials and service of the store.
Two methods of securing this information from salespeople are
generally employed. The first is the oersonal method in which
the buyer has a close contact with his clerks. Meetings are
held, free discussions had. The reauests and the comments of
customers are talked over. Suggestions are made. Materials
out of stock, or about to be, are called to attention. Those
that should be carried are discussed. Reasons why certain
fabrics are not selling can be brought to light. Perhaps "X
Company's" flannels are much more in demand and easier to sell
.t
.
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than those cf "Y Company". Saleeoeoole should also , whenever
possible, be shown new samples and asked to give their opin-
ion on them and at what orice they believe that they can be
retailed
.
The impersonal method of securing buying informa-
tion from salespeople is through the use of "want slips".
These are of value whether the store is large or small. It
is a reporting system wherein each salesperson fills out a
form called a "want slip", listing the reouests for fabrics
that are not in stock, and whether a. substitute material was
sold. The buyer can analyze these slips as to whether the re-
ouested material is carried regularly but is out of stock,
should not be carried for it is out of line with the store's
range either as to type of cloth or price, or should be stocked
if there is a sufficient number of calls. Comments and criti-
cisms of customers should also be noted. The value of the want
slip depends greatly on the ability of the buyer to evaluate
them. The unwary buyer will find them a source of many pit-
falls unless he properly controls their use. Often the want
slips reflect the wants and desires of the salesperson and not
the customer. Criticisms and suggestions of customers are sel-
dom reported. Perhaps a criticism might be against the sales-
person herself. One or two calls for a certain high- fashion
color wool crepe is no true sign that there will be a future
demand for it. The buyer will find that women will seek ma-
terials that he cannot possibly carry because of the limited
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scone of the demand. Therefore, he must decide whether the
trend is sufficiently strong to deserve an order or whether
the demand was just temporary and would be insufficient by
the time that he received the goods. The buyer may also find
through a study of a summary of his want slips that his orice
ranges could be improved uoon. For examole, although most of
his yardage in his dress-weight woolens is sold at $1.98, more
might be sold at $2.98 if he stocked a larger assortment. It
is evident, therefore, that, although want slips are capable
of causing many buying mistakes without proper control and e-
valuation thereof, they should be used as an aid to buying.
H . Information from Adjustment s
The woolens and worsteds thst are returned to you,
or complaints made on, is the source of valuable buying inform-
ation. The material that the comnlaint was made on, the source
of such material, and the reasons for the complaint should be
recorded and tabulated. Thus steos can be taken to eliminate
or minimize the causes of the customer ill-will. The buyer
may discover that a certain jobber has been shipping through
seconds in the guise of first-quality fabrics. He may decide
after studying his records, what houses in the customer's eyes
have woolens with too many weaknesses. Common comolaints are
fading, shrinkage, soots or streaks, wrong color, and defects
such as coarse threads, missing threads, slubs, and cbear cuts
in the cloth. Of course, the buyer must distinguish between
those complaints that are legitimate and those that are ourely
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the result of a designing or extremely critical customer.
No woolen or worsted material is absolutely perfect by any
means. If greater perfection was effected by our textile
mills, the cost of such fine workmanship would skyrocket the
cost of these fabrics out of the reach of a large segment of
the Duying public.
1 • Cus tomer Controls
The woolen buyer should analyze his sales by cus-
tomers also. This is possible by knowing what style, grade
and price woolens are bought in the store and what kind ore
bought in the stores of his competitors. He should know what
social groups he is serving. College students, executives
and laboring men tend to have different tastes in worsteds.
Certain national! ties and races vary in their color tastes,
although this latter state is not as pronounced as years ago.
The wealthy will have the ability and willingness to buy ex-
pensive imports which will "scare" the poor person away. It
is not always necessary or for that matter practical for the
buyer to analyze his sales records statistically to determine
the above. Close observation on his part of his customers -
whet they buy, what they wear, how style-conscious they are,
and the relative importance of the different groups to his
concern should prove sufficient. Such a study may lead to
changes of the grade of woolens that he buys and the price
ranges that he sets up, together with the knowledge of where
his stock should be heaviest. Perhaps he could increase sales
..
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by buying more job-lots of remnants to draw the bargain-hunter
.
Then again it might be more profitable to concentrate on bet-
ter duality fabrics. If the buyer knows and appreciates for
whom he is buying, his selling will be more successful.
J . Customer Surveys
Every fabric shoo, large or small, carries on some
sort of customer survey, ranging from simple observations to
the use of ouestionnaires . The following are methods of gath-
ering data on customer demand that are within the means of
most fabric buyers. He may deem it worthwhile to use one or
all of them. First, he may make use of the malls. Letters
can be sent out to customers asking for criticism or sugges-
tions as to the store's selection of woolens and worsteds.
They may be asked what they think of the selection afforded,
what they believe should also be carried, what impressions
they have as to duality and price. Inactive customers may be
asked in a friendly manner why they have not patronized the
store of late. Next, the buyer or one of his representatives
should observe individuals and social groups in the community
in order to discover what is being worn. Newspapers report
what is being worn at social affairs. Fashion editors may be
a source of good tips. The more a buyer is acquainted with
the tastes of his community, the better buying job he can do.
No stone should be left unturned.
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K . Staple Woolens ( 1
)
The buyer should analyze his sales in order to de-
termine what woolens and worsteds should always be kept in
stock. These materials are his staples and should be the
backbone of his inventory for upon them he will be most of
his business. They are good from year to year. Their great-
est fluctuation is in price. Part of his list of staples
will be made up of those fabrics that he should have on hand
at all times of the year, gabardines for esample. The other
part will consist of those materials, such as tropical wor-
steds and melton cloth that are seasonal in nature. This list
may be obtained from oast sales, purchase records, and obser-
vation. Every fabric that has sold in sufficient ouantities
over a period of years to show an active demand may be includ-
ed. The buyer should check his actual stock with this list in
determining what to buy. Reorders should be made when it is
discovered that the bolt is becoming thin. Materials like
Navy wool crepes, Stuart wool plaids, brown gabardines, grey
sharkskins, and brown herringbone overcoating, are always eood .
Year in and year out they will sell. They are less subject to
fashion, or putting it another way, they are always in fashion.
Therefore, it is the wise buyer who knows what his staple wool-
ens and worsteds are, not only as to weave but also, and very
important, as to color. One effective way of creating customer
(1) Based on an interview with Mr. Harry Bardin, Harry Bardin,
Inc., 268 West 39th Street, New York, January 28, 1949.
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ill-will is to be out of staple materials. They exoect to
find them and judge a fabric store greatly on the selection
and completeness of its staples.
L
. Woolen s w i th Fashion Appeal ( 1
)
Most consumers are alike in that they respond to
fashion's influence. They wish to be in style. Last season's
coat or dress is discarded not because it is worn out, but be-
cause it is out of fashion. Fashions in woolens and worsteds
occur, as a rule, more slowly than in ready-to-wear, although
they might appear and take hold suddenly. This latter situa-
tion is more typical of colors than weaves. The fashion as-
pect of woolen piece goods is a direct effect of the materials
used in ready-to-wear. Therefore it follows that a sound fore-
case of what weaves, patterns, and colors are going to be fea-
tured and demanded in woolen ready-to-wear garments for the
season is knowledge of what to buy for the piece goods buyer.
He may discover that his staples will be in vogue for the sea-
son. Then again the swing might be towards pastels. Caution
should be exercised. Mistakes mean heavy markdowns, espec-
ially in the case of those materials that are inherently high
fashion. There is much more opportunity to err in color fore-
cast than in weaves, although the latter are plagued by fash-
ion also. Burnt orange went in the 1930 's. It has been man-
ufactured and pushed since then but it simply will not sell
(1) This section based on interview with Mrs. S. P. Dunn,
Buyer, Ridgewood Mills , Holyoke , Mass
. ,
January 6, 1949.
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a t the present time. Pastel greens may be in great demand
one year but a slow seller the next. The buyer must antici-
pate such color trends. Some are good all of the time, such
as blacks, navys, browns and dark greens, even though they too
have fast and slow years. Shetland weaves come and go. Today
they are a drug on the market, even though there is an attempt
to bring them back. Loose weave materials are also difficult
to sell today. Worsteds and closely woven woolens are the
popular favorites. Serges were great sellers for years, but
today are slow. They have been reolaced by gabardines. They
did not look right in lighter colors and their clear finish
became shiny with wear. Perhaos a buyer's greatest problem
in buying oiece goods is his analysis of what his customers
will demand for the selling season. Past sales will be of use
as to what staples to carry but not of just how heavy to stock
these staples. Hie success as a buyer will depend greatly
therefore on his ability to determine what his customers will
demand as to weaves, colors and price. It must also be stated
that the nuantlty to buy of each fabric Is also of utmost im-
portance. In general it is wise -to buy small cuts of those
items that are considered of high fashion. But it must be def-
itely kept in mind that
the successful woolen piece goods buyer is not the
one who has the patterns and colors after everyone
else has them and the demand is at its peak, but the
one who has the goods that will be the fashion first.
( 1 )
( 1) Interview with Mr. Edward Dietrich, Karley-Farley Company,
Boston , Mass
. ,
January 19, 1949.
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M
. Seasonal Demands
The woolen fabric buyer is aided in what to buy
by a sales analysis of the seasonality of many of his fabrics.
His woolens will be subject to distinct and regular seasonal
variations as to weight, weaves, color and price. The vogue
for a particular material or color may last for a season or
longer. Some seasons, patterns are in demand; other seasons,
plain colors are the best seller. Then again it might be fab-
rics with high luster as against soft woolens, or pastels in-
stead of the darker shades.
The buyer will find that his buying will be done
for two seasons, the fall-winter and the spring-summer. Be-
fore the beginning of each season, he will have to place his
Initial orders to assure delivery in time for the selling sea-
son. His nearness to the point from which the goods will be
shipped effects the time that he will place his orders. For
Spring, December and January are the months in which most
stores place their initial orders. For the Fall, July and
August hold true. Although there is a trend towards increas-
ed hand-to-mouth buying, due to skepticism, this technioue
must be engaged in with extreme caution, especially in a sel-
ler's market. The mills run only a fixed amount of yardage
on any particular material and color. If the cloth proves to
be a good seller, the buyer might find himself without the ma-
terial
,
unable to get any more, and without a properly balanced
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stock. The store suffers customer 111-will ps a result. Tex-
tile salesmen Attribute excessive hand-to-mouth buying to the
declining spies figures of many stores. The woman is ferret-
ing out those stores with the wide assortment of weaves and
colors
.
In the fall, the buyer should be Drepared to meet
the demand for light-weight dress wools and medium to heavy
weight coatings. 3ack-to-school sewing for children and the
college set is prevalent. Therefore the buyer should have a
knowledge of what these groups will be wearing in order that
he may have in stock fabrics that they will call for or accept.
Skirtings and materials for men's woolen shirts are also in
great demand at this time of the year. The demand for woolens
is great even before the cold weather really sets in. It usu-
ally takes time to make the garments whether the woman does it
herself or employs the services of a dressmaker or tailor.
Certain colors will predominate in any one fall-winter season.
There is a tendency, though, for the darker shades to be in
fashion, especially in coatings. Staples such as blacks , browns
,
greens and navys are always good sellers. Dark greens stood
out during the 1948-49 season for example. As the winter pro-
gresses, the demand for coatings will be substantially decreased.
The Spring season brings a demand for light to medium
weight woolens for coats and suits. Although pastels usually
reign, darker colors such as navy are often wanted, as is true
in the Spring season of 1949. The beginning *of the demand for
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spring materials defends on the date of Easter for the partlc-
ular year and the weather. A mild late winter will start the
ball rolling earlier than usual. Summer is the slack season
for woolens. Light coatings are the most wanted fabric. Ga-
bardines also sell well, along with trooical worsteds. In
August, demand starts to come out of the cellar as many women
ourchase their fall woolens for themselves and their children
at this time.
N . Analysis of Special Sales
Sales that are a success one year have excellent
chances of going over the next. Thus they serve as a guide
to the fabric buyer as to what to buy. But a buyer will find
difficulty in rememoering the details surrounding such sales
unless he keens records of the promotion. He should record
when it took place, description, price and markuo of the ma-
terials, media used and the cost of the media, the weather,
sales in yardage and in dollars for two or three days follow-
ing the ads, and remarks as to reasons for the success or
failure, and suggestions for future sales. If such data is
not recorded, the buyer is apt to repeat errors. It is a
means of aiding the buyer in years to come as to what to buy
and promote at different times of the year. He will find that
certain fabrics can be successfully promoted with increased
sales volume, while others cannot be effectively pushed no
matter what the technioue used. There is little rationality
in throwing good money after bad. Many of the progressive and
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nationally advertising mills ^nd Jobbers furnish free of
charge to the retailer, mats to be used for soecial sales
and oromotions. They also give freely of attractive dis-
play materials and advertising and oromotional hints such
as sketches o'*5 aooealing window dlsolays and examoles of
effective selling language.
0 . Price
Price is a relatively staole feature of woolen
piece goods once they have been set for the season, except
in oeriods of radical changes such as a troubled market and
in consumer income, or the nature of demand. The trade watche
closely the ooenings for the season of the leading manufactur-
ers such as the American Woolen Company. The switch of con-
sumer tastes from soft woolens to hard in the Dost-war oeriod
and its conseouent serious effect on the soft goods market is
an example of how consumer demand can effect the orice of wool
ens. Ordinarily, though, if your oast sales reveal that the
greatest oercentage of your business in your various classifi-
cations, such as dress weights, suitings and coatings, is done
in certain price lines, then the probabilities are that the
same oroportions will hold true in the future. But the fab-
ric buyer should never feel secure in the feeling that the
existing orice lines are necessarily the most advantageous.
Past sales may indicate that there is a trend towards a high-
er or lower orice line. He may find that if he had a more
reoresentati ve assortment of weaves and colors in a higher
..
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price line, he could effect greater sales in this higher
price line without doing harm to his others. He may find
that this better assortment will also make it much easier to
trade up. This is especially true in times of relatively full
employment. But in the final analysis, your price line will
be based on the tyoe of customer that you cater to and the mer-
chandising oolicies adooted by the store.
Prices of venders usually are preserved intact un-
til the entire trade has been solicitated at least once, and
possibly one or more times for reorders. The reason for this
is that if prices changed downward, it would be bad for cus-
tomer goodwill. In rising prices, also, customers would want
to get covered at the low prices. Therefore, prices of wool-
ens and worsteds tend to remain stable during a. "season". Var-
iations in duality are freauently employed to stabilize the
selling price, such as variations in construction and in the
grade of wool used. These prices on finished goods are not
extensively published in primary sources, as the trade papers,
partly because they change less freauently in contrast to raw
wool, and hence there would be no significance in continuous
daily auotatlons. Furthermore, because of the special char-
acteristics they regard as attached to their fabrics, many
houses are unwilling to have their prices openly ouoted.
Consequently, aside from a auite small range of fabrics,
those interested in the prices of finished goods must use
price auotatlons of selected firms as shown in their files of
.-
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orders, correspondence, or memory.
P . Yard G-oods Control ( 1
)
The control of woolen yard goods ps a means of
aiding in the buying process, represents a different prob-
lem from that of most other types of merchandise. While it
is fairly easy to count the number of bolts, it is by no means
easy to measure the number of yards in each bolt. The time
and expense that would be entailed would make such a method
prohibitive. Some stores keep track of their woolens on a
dollar-and-cents basis. If the original number of yards is
known, and the selling price per yard is set, the total val-
ue of the bolt can be figured. By writing the kind of cloth
and selling price on the sales tickets, the number of yards
sold can be figured. By subtracting the sales in dollars or
yards respectively, the amount remaining can be determined.
Another method of controlling stock in woolen piece goods is
to attach a slip to a bolt and require that the salesperson
write on this slip all yardage sold from the bolt. Of course
there is the problem in this method of getting the clerks to
do this every time a sale is made. They are inclined to be
uncooperative in such a procedure. Other stores make use of
(1) Tills section is based on Murphy, John Allen, Buying .
Alexander Hamilton Institute, New York, New York,
1927, p. 277.
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the measuring strip inserted in the holts by some manufactur-
ers. As the cloth is cut from the oolt, the measuring strip
is cut, denoting the number of yards remaining on the bolt.
..
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CHAPTER III
WHERE TO BUY WOOLENS
1 . Introduction
The woolen niece goods buyer is next faced with the
all-important oroblem of deciding where he shall secure the ma-
terials that he believes should be carried by the store.
Where to buy may be as important as what to buy.
One of the most important responsibilities of
buying is the determination of the markets and
resources from which to make purchases. (1)
It is not merely a oroblem of determining whether to buy from
manufacturer or jobber but also and more important, what par-
ticular manufacturer and what Darticular joboer. The ouestion
of the number of resources to employ is also a serious consid-
eration.
II. Factors Govern i ng Choice of Source of S upply
A . Suitability of Woolens to Store's Customer s
The buyer must constantly bear in mind what his
customers demand in woolens as to ouality, taste and price.
Numbers in any manufacturer's or jobber's line that he feels
will not coincide with his customer's wants should be avoided.
Some sources carry more suitable lines for a particular store's
trade than others. The buyer may decide to carry several num-
(1) Nystrom, Paul H., Re tail Store Operation . Ronald Press
Company, New York, 4th Ed., 1937, p. 97.
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bers or only a select few from any one source's line. Per-
sians he will learn that one house carries the better tweeds,
another for dress weight flannels, and still another for his
heavy coatings. The buyer will find that certain concerns
carry a much better line than others as to quality, selection,
styling and nrice. One manufacturer dealing direct to the re-
tailer, has an excellent line with the exception of their cam-
els hair coatings. Another concern has a worsted crepe that
retails for #3.98, that will stand up with much more expensive
material of the same type. Certain materials, such as plaids
and checks, are highly competitive and pre about the same as
to ouality and price among most sources. Some mills have
lines that the buyer will find much more suitable to his cus-
tomer's needs and tastes than others. When the customer sees
them and feels them, they offer far less sales resistance.
The woolens have nicer finishes, better construction, and truer
and prettier colors pnd styling. A mill set up primarily for
the manufacture of worsteds can usually make better worsteds
than woolen mills that run only a certain amount of worsteds
and wool-worsteds (wool fill and worsted warp) . In gabar-
dines, different mills make different kinds as to construc-
tions and finishes. At the same wholesale price, one will be
fpr superior to another. This may be due to either finer yarns
being used, or manufacturing "know-how" in weaving and/or fin-
ishing. In general, the buyer will discover that the large,
nationally advertising mills put out finer materials than their
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small brothers. Their woolens will appeal more favorably to
p store's customers, not only because of the finer material
in se but also because of the strong influence that their oro-
motional camoaigns have had in forming consumer buying tastes
and habits.
B . Completeness of Line
The buyer's choice of source of supply will be
largely governed by the completeness of the jobber's or man-
ufacturer's line. Although he can occasionally buy a few
pieces from sources with a short line, the bulk of his pur-
chases should be with relatively few houses with complete
lines. Thus he is important to the source and they will
strive to be of constant service to him. The larger the
jobber or manufacturer
,
the more complete and dependable
his line tends to be. They have a greater selection, having
complete assortments of weaves, colors and styles to fit in-
to various price lines. The smaller jobbers attempt to carry
the staples. Their limited line is partly due to their in-
ability to get big mills' production. They also are handi-
capped by the lack of capital. It is impossible for them to
finance a complete assortment. It is more difficult to place
reorders with them for the mills will »llot them so much of
any run and that is all. This is a serious disadvantage in
dealing with the small concern. The buyer will often order,
for example, 30 vards of black faille, and receive in the
shipment only 15 yards. The salesman trusts that he will have
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it and that the other salesmen have not exhausted the suoply
in the other sections of the country. This hanoens much more
frequently in your "best sellers" and thus is of especial con-
cern. Therefore, it is to the advantage of any woolen buyer
to discover those reliable sources that have a comdete line
in order that he may select from their lines those materials
that he feels will be accepted by his customers. The small
source should be used principally for fill-ins.
C . Adherence to Specification s ( 1
)
A source of supoly that practices non-adherence to
the fabrics ordered by the buyer, whether the contract was
made by sample, description, or in the market, should be looked
UDon with disfavor. Of course much deoends upon the frequency
and seriousness of the breaches. The buyer will find that in
the great majority of instances very little substituting is
done by reoutable houses. Occasionally they might send in a
different color in the same weave, but usually they will in-
form you either by telephone or mail if they are out of the
particular fabric ordered. They will inquire whether you
would like to make a substitution, dace a back order, or can-
cel the order. Buyers exoerience much more trouble as to ad-
herence in Derfection of the material than as to weave and
color. He will frequently be confronted with materials that
(1) Based on interview with Mr. S. P. Dunn, Owner, Ridgewood
Mills, Holyoke, Mass., January 4, 1949.
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have manufacturing defects.
This question of Imperfections is one of the most
troublesome of the mills 1 ' commercial oroblems.
Practically no goods can be made in which some im-
perfection cannot be alleged. (1)
Some supposedly first duality fabrids will be received by the
buyer that are not much better than seconds. The reatil wool-
en piece goods trade is suoposed to accent a bolt of 72 yards
that has 5 to 6 strings. (A string is tied to the selvage of
the material at the mill by the insoector revealing the posi-
tion of defects) . The manufacturer or jobber allows 1/8 of a
yard for each string. Any bolt of the above yardage contain-
ing more than G strings is considered a "second". There should
be no more than one string to a 15 to. 18 yard cut, which is the
usual cut for the retail trade. During the oast war and in the
oost-war oeriod, some mills and jobbers sent through "firsts"
that had more than 6 strings. This was oracticed by mills of
highest orestige. They also failed, and still do, to have
strings where they should rightfully be. This latter fact is
in large oart due to the carelessness and Inefficiency of la-
bor at the mills. The buyer at this time must to a certain
extent bear with this unfavorable condition. The source of
suooly that engages in this practice may be of too grreat im-
portance to him in every other resoect to justify severing
their relationship. In such a case, it is more wise for him
(1) Cherington, Paul T., The Commercial Problems of the Wool-
en and Worsted Industries , The Textile Foundation, Inc.,
Washington, D.C., 1932, d.38.
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to merely complain either to the company Itself or to Its sales-
man. They will he more concerned over the goods that they ship
you in the future, especially if you are a valued account. The
buyer, therefore, must take many other factors into considera-
tion when he judges the suitability of any particular source
of supoly in the light of their adherence to soeciflca tlons
.
Many buyers make the mistake of loosing otherwise excellent
contacts because of relatively unimportant discrepancies in
this matter.
D . Minimum cr Maximum Yardage that Source wl 11 Ship
The amount of material that the jobber or manufac-
turer will ship is of imoorta.nce to the oiece goods buyer. Many
small stores are handicapped in their attemot to carry a com-
olete selection of woolens due tc the fact that the oollcy of
the trade is that a 15 to 18 yard cut is the smallest yardage
that they will cut, exceot in very special cases. It is too
expensive for the jobber or manufacturer to handle smaller
cuts. Larger stores can handle 30 to 35 yard cuts and even
larger, esoecially in fast-selling staples. The maximum cut
that can be purchased today depends uoon the carticular fab-
ric. Certain fabrics, such as gabardines and sharkskins,
have been sold to the retailer on an allotment basis, but
this situation has eased up considerably. The reason for
this shortage has been due to the fact that worsteds in part-
icular are difficult fabrics to make and the production of
them cannot be efficiently speeded up. Usually the buyer will
*_
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be Able to purchase as much of any narticular material as any
store can reasonably want. It is much easier, though, to se-
cure larger cuts from the big houses. Much depends on the de-
mand for the material in question; the greater the demand, the
more difficult it is to get very large cuts. The buyer can
usually insure himself against the possibility of net being
a ole to buy in large enough yardage by patronizing the larger
manufacturers and jobbers.
E
.
Newne ss of the Line Carried
It is every woolen buyer’s duty to ferret out those
sources of supply that have distinctly new lines and improved
materials every season. This is especially of importance with
regard to those woolens that have fashion appeal. The trade
comes out with their new lines twice a year for the Fall and
Soring seasons. The staples are about the same every year.
New colors and weaves are added and others dropped. Often-
times the only thing new about the colors is a new "catchy",
meli fluous-sounding nomenclature. Some lines are styled more
attractively than others. The buyer should make note of those
sources that have the newest and most attractive lines. This
year irridescent woolens and worsteds have been promoted by
all the leading houses. (An irridescent wool fabric is one
with one color yarn in the warp and another color in the fill,
i.e. red and blue, green and yellow). The larger houses have
in their new lines for the season a. greater and better assort-
ment of new fabrics from which to select. Their lines are ag-
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greseively promoted by means of coordinated national advertis
ing camoaigns in the better style magazines and newspapers.
They inform the retailer of exactly what patterns a re being
sc advertised, in what magazines, at what date, and furnish
him with mats and display material so that he can coordinate
his promotions with the national promotions. Smeller jobbers
lines differ less each season than the larger ones. Their
lines are sweetened up with fewer fashion fabrics and novel-
ties. They cannot afford to carry too varied a line. They
also have difficulty in obtaining part of the production of
the top mills and are forced to seek out the smaller manufac-
turers. It is of importance that the buyer has what is new
in stock. The customer expects to find new and fresh mater-
ials. They demand the newest colors and weaves. The sight
of the same old materials on each visit to the store is detri
mental to customer good-will. No fabric store can afford to
lose this good-will and the consequent repeat business that
is the stores basic reason for success.
F . Earl y Avai lability of the Season 1 s Line
The policy of many stores not to stock their new
lines, whether they be fall or soring, until their
inventories are lovT is a cause of lost sales and
prestige to the store that first shows their new
lines to the public. (1)
Style magazines, newspapers and radio give advance notice of
(1) Interview' with Mr. Albert Marx, Cohn-Hall-Marx , 1420
Broadway, New York, December 18, 1948.
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new fabric colors find weaves thpt will be in fashion for the
coming season. This fact gives rise to an earlier start on
the part of the customer in her ouest for material. It is a
wise oollcy to attempt to have your new line one steo ahead
of your comoetitors in order that you may get a lead on them,
not only as to sales, but also as to being a store in the cus-
tomer's eyes that is a fashion leader.
Therefore, it is to the buyer's advantage to deal
with these concerns that will make their new lines available
to him when he wants it and not after his competitors are al-
ready showing theirs. Favoritism is shown in this respect by
the mills and. jobbers. Those retailers that are their valued
customers because of the size of their initial orders and the
possibility of conseauent reorders, are given prior delivery
at the date that their buyers so specify. Jobbers have their
own delivery dates with the mills that they secure their ma-
terials from and if the orders from their retail customers
come in heavy on certain weaves and colors, they are not able
to fill them immediately but must spread delivery of the new
fabrics over a long period. It is evident that some retailers
must suffer an oftentimes serious delay in delivery with ccn-
seauent lost sales and customer goodwill. Some buyers will
stipulate that if the fabrics are not delivered by a specified
date, the order should be canceled. The larger houses are bet-
ter able to take care of their demand and. furnish their new
lines at the date that the buyer desires because of larger in-
'.
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ventories sncl ability to secure more of the same material from
the mill when their initial inventory is exhausted. Business
conditions in the trade also exercise an important influence
as to the early availability of the season's line. When busi-
ness is good, the mills and jobbers will stall delivery, but
when it is poor, they want to swamp the store with the goods
before it is ready to take them into stock and pay for them.
Those houses that make available orders at the time that the
buyer deems best are valued resources.
G . Favorable Prices and Terms ( 1
)
Some manufacturers dealing directly with the retail
trade through their own retail fabric departments, carry only
high quality woolens and worsteds in only one medium-high price
line. Other sources, especially jobbers, have a good line and
a low price, competitive one. For example, they will have a
manipulated woolen for $1.25 to a fine wool flannel for &6.00.
In general, it can be said that prices for woolens and worsteds
among the various houses are highly competitive, to 5 cents
being considered a most favorable difference. The smaller op-
erator watches the larger ones who in turn tend to set the
price per yard for the particular fabric. The market in New
York is so concentrated that it is possible for the different
houses tc "agree" on what the price will be on a particular
(1) Based on interview with Mr. Harry Bardin, Harry Bardin, Inc.
298 West 39th Street, New York, January 31, 1949.
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cloth. Substantial orlce differences should be looked upon
with suspicion. There is too freouently something wrong with
the fabric when the orlce is appreciably under that of their
competitors. Price concessions, even for the large department
stores, are very difficult to get from nationally prominent
houses, esoecially in good times. Buyers resort to "loading".
If the buyer wants to handle seconds, he can secure very favor-
able reductions from large and small concerns alike. Small
jobbers will occasionally give orice concessions on certain
pieces in order to eet a good order from the buyer or tc get
in with the store initially or more solidly. Ten cents is con-
sidered a sizable price concession for the better and faster
selling woolens. If the materials in question are a closeout
or are not being received favorably by other buyers, then it
is frequently possible to dicker for much more off the price
originally quoted. In a falling market, houses often sell out
far below cost.
Terms of sale for woolens and worsteds today are not
as liberal as in other ohases of retailing. The usual terms
are net 30 or 60 or 1/10 net 30. Anticioation is also usually
not allowed today. The trade might be forced to grant more
favorable terms once again when business is not as favorable
and money is not as olentiful. During the degression of the
1930's, terms ranged, from 2/10, net 60 to 8/10 EOM. Trade dis-
counts were 2/10, 60 tc 10/60. They are not granted today. It
is evident therefore that terms of sale and the opoortunity of
..
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taking advantage of them that is of such great Importance In
other trades, even today, is of much less Importance to the
retailer of woolens and worsteds. Another factor governing
his choice of supoly house can easily outweigh this oarticular
factor. Cf course, every other consideration being equal, he
should certainly select that source that furnishes the most
advantageous terms of sale. The cumulative discounts over the
fiscal year, even at 1%, can assume a sizable figure. It is
also of importance to the credit rating of the store to take
advantage of any discount offered, and oay within the net per-
iod .
H . Speed and Dependability of Delivery
The buyer will find that the joboers and manufactur-
ers he deals with are on the whole reliable as to speed and
dependa Dili ty of delivery in normal times. During the war and
post-war periods, deliveries were highly unpredictable both
as to time and quantity shipped. But as woolens become more
plentiful, this distasteful condition is no longer widespread.
Today vendors will give definite delivery dates on most fab-
rics. It is cf importance to the woolen buyer that his sources
of supply have the materials shipped to him by the date he spec-
ified so that he can go through with his plans as scheduled.
Speed in delivery is especially important on those fabrics that
the store runs short on. The house that will make- every effort
to fill these special orders and hasten delivery is a valuable
source. In the woolen piece goods trade, the retailer pays
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all transportation charges. Thus the buyer should specify by
what mode of transportation he wants his goods shipped to him.
The most economical means should be emoloyed exceot in those
instances where a faster, more expensive mode is exoedient. If
the buyer leaves the selection of transportation un to the vend-
or, they will usually send the material by the best method un-
der the circumstances. Transportation charges assume great im-
portance over the course of a year. It behooves every ouver to
make certain that this expense is keDt at a minimum figure.
1 • Credit Accommodations
The retailing of woolen niece e-cods is carried on
through the medium of credit. Each year the store must file
statements of the financial condition of the business with
factors, credit agencies, and the houses that they ouy from.
A sound credit standing is necessary for the successful oper-
ation of the business. Many jobbers and manufacturers, both
large and small, make use of factors who take over their ac-
counts receivables for collection. The factors discount and
guarantee the accounts. Bills are oayaole to the factor and
not the vendor. Rates that the factor gives to the jobber or
manufacturer are based on the volume and general stability of
the business. If there is any sign that the retailer is suf-
fering some sort of hardship, an immediate check is made and
the necessary steos are taken. Care is exercised to see that
a retailer does not go over the line of credit granted to him
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by a ny particular source or thpt he does not have too heavy
a line of credit from many sources. Factors are oarticularly
cautious in a falling; market. Some sources make use of fac-
tors on all their accounts, while others only on those accounts
that they feel uncertain about. In some cases they are not
able to make the orooer and continual credit investigations
that are necessary because of the dynamic nature of business.
Jobbers and manufacturers check retailers themselves
making use of general mercantile agencies (Dun & Bradstreet)
,
trade agencies, salesmen, banks, other houses, the stores' own
financial statements, and personal interviews. Credit is cau-
tiously extended, ^he amount given depends on their evalua-
tion of the business and the trend that the business is show-
ing. The personal habits and local reputation of the manager
and store itself is noted. Business experience and ability
are among other important factors. The location of the busi-
ness and local conditions also have an important bearing on
the amount of credit that will be granted. A low credit rat-
ing can bring failure to the store. Materials would be ship-
ped only as they were paid. In times of close competition
this could easily prove disastrous. It is therefore evident
that the fabric store must establish a favorable line of credit
in order to evade many ruinous pitfalls. In general it might
oe said that in good times credit is more easily available than
in a falling market.
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J . Fairness In Dea ling v;lth Complain ts
In general, sources of woolen and worsted oiece
goods are very reasonable In dealing with complaints. Of
course, the buyer who continually makes unreasonable com-
plaints and demands unfair adjustments, will find himself
facing stern opposition. If they believe that you are sin-
cere in your complaint, whether or not they themselves are of
a different opinion, they will grant the accepted adjustment.
How lenient they will be depends on how much they value your
ousiness. Most sources would rather have you send the mater-
ials back. Claims usually must be made within ten days of the
receipt of the goods. They are reluctant to make adjustments
after the goods have been cut. Some will ask the buyer what
he can sell it for and. give a reduction in price that will
enable this retail reduction. A source of supply that is rea-
sonable in dealing with complaints (they are frequent and as-
sume great importance) is one that should be valued. Those
that are not should be avoided if at all possible. The fol-
lowing are some of the more common complaints that the buyer
will make: short yardage, non-conformation of delivered goods
with samples, wrong or poor colors, slubs, dirt or grease soots,
shear cuts, press marks, thread out of waro, coarse thread
through warn, and discrepancies in price at which the goods
were ordered and the price at which they were billed.
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Ill Sources o f Information
A . Pas t Experi ence
Past experience provides the woolen and worsted
piece goods ouyer with a reliable list of sources of supply,
he should emoloy the technique of giving each jobber and man-
ufacturer a number that aooears on each bolt's price ticket
and on a corresoonding resource book. An account is keot of
the buyer's past exoerience with epch source as to markdowns
,
merkuDs, terms, tyoe of woolens carried, orices, service, and
name of salesmen. The resource card may contain as much in-
formation as the buyer deems necessary under his oarticular
circumstances. The buyer will learn that certain sources that
he has had relations with in the past are better than others.
He will discover who sells the better quality woolens, who has
the more favorable orices and terms of sale, and who is the
most reliable. He will also learn those vendors that have the
woolens that fit in with his trade, that his customers like.
One house's line might be 90^ saleable, whereas another might
have only worsted crepes and flannels that meet with the buy-
er's aooroval. Certain mills specialize on a limited number
of woolens, for example, on plaids and checks. They are fre-
quently able to put cut a superior material because of spec-
ialized machinery and labor and years of long experience iron-
ing out the many "bugs". The buyer will also discover that
he has had much better fortune selling certain house's lines.
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His customers a re better satisfied both to nuality and »s
to orice.
Psst experience as a rule teaches that it is best
to buy ouplity materials from reliable sources.
When, for no obvious reason, a very remarkable "bar-
gain" is found among wool materials, perhaps the
small price paid is, after all, more than the arti-
cle is worth. The microscope will reveal foreign
fibers among the wool and to a certain extent, will
reveal remanufactured wool. (1)
Price is usually an indication of the value of woolens. The
buyer must have as one of his prime alms that of holding his
customers. Past experience will reveal to him that he will
not be able to hold these customers if he does not purchase
woolens that give to the customers their fair money’s worth.
The selection of sound and reliable sources of supply will aid
immeasurably in the realization of this objective.
B . Salesmen
The woolen buyer will not be without a steady stream
of salesmen, representing various houses, large and small, vis-
iting his store. They learn of the store from the buyer's
visits to the market city, its competitors, other salesmen,
and from passing by the store. They are valuable sources of
knowledge of "where to buy". To the smaller retailer, they
may be the only source employed. Each salesman’s line should
be Inspected and evaluated whether the buyer has an open to
(1) Small, Ca s si e Paine, How to Know Textiles . Ginn & Com-
pany, Boston, 1932, o. 267.
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buy or not.
New lines should be seen, not to satisfy any
salesman that is not why they are buyers
but rather to satisfy their own curiosity to
find new and desirable merchandise. (1)
Perhaps the buyer will take a few nieces of a new source's
line in order to determine whether it is nuality material
and hew it will be received by his customers. The woolen
buyer cannot afford to oass uo any salesman's line. The
oossioility of discovering a new and orofitable source war-
rants against any such action on his oart. Often times if
the salesman does not carry the tyoe woolen that he is seek-
ing, he will recommend a house that will fit very nicely into
his list of resources. Thus, the salesman is a most valuaole
source of information and service to the buyer. It is a wise
buyer who cultivates and cares for good relationships with his
salesmen, new and old. Real coooeration is impossiole other-
wise.
C . Visits to Market Center s
The woolen and worsted oiece goods buyer should
make trios as frequently as Dossible to the market city.
These trips may not necessarily oe for the specific ouroose
of making ourchases. They are also of value in making con-
tacts with new sources of supply. The woolen piece goods
market in New York City, by far the principal one in the United
IT) The Buyer 's Manual . The Merchandising Division of the
N.R.D.G.A.
,
New York, 1927, p. 125.
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States, is so centralized that the buyer can easily visit new
houses without any real inconvenience. In New York, the major-
ity of the houses that he will do business with are located in
the Broadway area, 54th to 42nd Street, including 7th Avenue.
Ke should become known to the executives, not only of the houses
that he has been buying from in the oast but to those of ocssi-
ble new sources. He will be able to get a better "feel" of the
market. He will know what the leading stores are carrying,
featuring, and selling. He will be able to comoare the offer-
ings of oossible new sources with those that he has been buying
from in the oast. Perhaps he will find that his old sources
cannot be surpassed or that he should droo some and add on new
ones in their olace. Such visits oftentimes enable the buyer,
because of his closer relationshio with the firms and their
executives, to get soecial orice concessions, soeclal offer-
ings, and better service. He is apt to run across closeouts
or job lots that will fit very nicely into his buying and sell-
ing plans.
The woolen buyer may also make use of the "openings"
of the larger jobbers and manufacturers that take Diace each
season in the market city. (1) After a woolen or worsted
company has oreoared its line for the season, it holds its
opening usually in New York City, the orincioal market city
(1) This paragrach based on Balderston, C.Canby and Kara-
basz, Victor S., Management of a Textile Busine ss , The
Textile Foundation, Wa shington
,
D
. C .
,
1938, d. 154.
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for woolens. Their best ^nd potential customers ere invited.
The patterns are shown, and orders are taken for small yard-
ages on such patterns that customers favor. The mill thus re-
ceives some indication of the fabrics that will sell. Smaller
companies do not hold openings, but send, their representatives
on the road and show the new line to their customers. Only
when some indication as to the pulling power of the various
patterns is secured, do they place sizable orders. Thus by
attending these openings, the buyer not only gets an indica-
tion of what to buy but also a line on those sources that will
be able to furnish him with the woolens that he believes will
be in fashion and favorably received by his customers that
particular season. It is evident that the importance of fre-
ouent visits on the pprt of the woolen buyer to the market
city cannot be over-emphasized.
D. Shopping Competing Stores
Competing stores are often a source of information
of where to buy. Brand names are usually printed on the end
of the boards. If not, the information may be acouired from
the salesperson. There is the ouesticn of the advisability
of carrying the same brands as your competitor. In general
it is best not to ape him to any great extent. Try to make
your selection distinctive. Carry only those brands of com-
petitors. that appear to be favorably received. Perhaps a far
better source of where to buy may be found in shopping non-
competing stores in the larger cities, esoecially the l»rge
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department stores in the larger cities. They carry, through
long experience, those brands that have oroven successful.
The houses that they have relations with carry a line that
is reliable as to duality, fashion, and orice. The buyer
should seek out these sources and make his own evaluation of
them.
S
. Trade and genera l Advertising
Jobbers and manufacturers advertise extensively in
trade papers such as the Fairchild Publication, "Daily News
Record". This advertising can furnish leads to the woolen
Duyer on oossible sources of supply. Direct mail is also em-
oloyed by the trade in an attempt to reach the retailer. The
trend of many large manufac turers to Dromote their brands
through national advertising in fashion magazines, general
magazines and newspapers
,
has assumed great Importance in
the woolen piece goods field. One large firm allegedly spends
two million dollars a year on such advertising. This concen-
trated and effective advertising has had a strong effect on
the customer's buying habits and tastes for piece goods. They
demand nationally advertised woolens. There is far less sales
resistance for the store that carries them. Therefore, it is
to the buyer's advantage that he selects one or more of these
nationally advertised Dra.nds as an Important segment of his
stock. The particular brand that he does select will depend
upon his evaluation of the line itself and the effect that it
will have on his customers.
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4 . Jobber or Manufacturer ???
The woolen oiece goods buyer must buy his fabrics
either from jobbers or manufacturers that have set up deoert-
ments to deal exclusively or in oert with the retail trade.
The wool textile industry makes wide use of jobbers in its
relationship with the retail trade. (Manufacturer - jobber -
retailer - consumer). Although there is a trend for more and
more manufacturers of woolens and worsteds to deal directly
with the retailer through their own selling organization, it
is extremely doubtful that the importance of the jobber in
this phase of the textile industry will diminish aporeclably.
The jobber, due to his close touch with the retailers, is able
to furnish the manufacturer with facts bearing on consumer de-
mand. They oftentimes work closely with the designers in the
mills, making suggestions as to designs, weaves and colors
that they believe will sell well to the retail trade. The
small woolen manufacturer
,
especially, is too oreoccupied with
manufacturing problems and too far removed from the pulse of
the consumer to assume this function. The jobber, therefore,
aids in olanning the distribution of and for the manufactur-
ers 1 oroducts. He also establishes and maintains connections
with retailers, thus affording wider distribution and culti-
vation of the field for the manufacturer. The jobber also
takes ever the inventory oroolem for him. The selling, credit,
transportation
,
and accounting oroblems »re also taken over by
the jobber. It must be remembered that the manufacturer who
-.
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attempts to make direct contact with the retail trade must
of necessity oerform many or all of the functions of the job-
oer. Few manufacturers, oecause of their small size, limited
lines, insufficient capital, and lack of experience and abil-
ity in this phase of distribution can afford to assume such
broad responsibilities. To them, the joober is a necessity.
Why will the woolen piece goods buyer purchase at
least oart of his fabrics from the jobber? The reasons are
many. In the first place, the large jobber carries the lines
of several mills, thus affording the buyer a wide selection
as to weaves, oatterns, colors and price lines. He has made
every effort to anticioate the consumer demand for woolens
and thus has the fabrics that he believes will sell for the
season. (Some are lax in this respect and it is the buyer's
duty to determine those jobbers that ore fashion-wise and
progressive). The buyer Is able to secure smaller cuts of
cloth than is generally granted by the manufacturer. He
maintains a reservoir of woolens from which the buyer may
draw from, especially in the case of reorders. The buyer is
more important to the jobber. Therefore, he will make a spec-
ial effort to be helpful in any unusual request. He will gen-
erally give quicker delivery on reorders or special orders.
Oftentimes if he does not have the fabric requested in stock,
he will secure it from another jobber, with little or no prof-
it for himself, as a gesture of eood will and rather than have
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you e:o to another joboer. It is usually easier for the retail-
er to secure credit from the jobber. Some are willing to carry
you over rough soots, granting 60 to 90 days to pay. Their
prices are generally in line with those manufacturers who have
estaolished retail deoartments. The buyer will find that many
of the large, nationally advertising mills channel their pro-
duction only through jobbers. American Woolen, J. P. Stevens,
and Pacific Wills are mills of renown that heal only through
Jobbers. To secure their valued materials, the buyer must of
necessity purchase through the jobber. The numerous small
mills in the wool textile industry also sell only through them.
The buyer would have great difficulty maintaining a Drooerly
balanced stock of woolens if he relied only on the manufacturer.
The other major source of supply of woolen Dlece goods
is the manufacturer who has set uo retail departments to deal
directly with the retail trade. There is a very definite trend
towards this tyoe of operation in the textile industry. Many
of these mills through their own selling organizations sell on-
ly to the retailer. Botany Mills is an example. Others, such
as Deerlng-Ki liken, make use of both jobbers and their own
selling forces. There is a growing use of brand promotion
which, if not unlaue, is represented to an unusual degree in
the textile industries. This is the practice that some of the
larger concerns follow of advertising their goods directly to
the ultimate consumer as well as to jobbers and retailers. Pre-
sumably, by this method, they gain a competitive advantage over
-.
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their competitors, if they are able to convince their own cus-
tomers that their promotions have "pulling power" with consum-
ers. This effort on the part of woolen and worsted manufactur-
ers to "educate" the consumer as to the superiority of their
fabrics has been successfully employed by many large mills. The
customer will demand one or another of these "brand name" wool-
ens. The buyer will have a fabric to offer to his customers
that is highly advertised and wanted. Sales resistance will
be at a minimum. Prestige will be built up for the store.
Their lines are usually made up of fine quality woolens and
are priced right. The buyer will be given "tips" on how to
sell and how to display their fabrics. Free advertising mats
are made available. To secure their valued lines, the buyer
must purchase these fabrics directly from them because as a
rule they do not sell through jobbers. Those that do sell
through jobbers also do so in order to reach the small fabric
shop that their selling forces fail to ready. The jobbers'
price in such a case is higher than that of the manufactur-
er's salesmen and therefore it behooves the fabric buyer to
buy directly from the mill.
The woolen fabric buyer therefore must strike a
balance in his contacts with jobber and manufacturer . It is
not merely a problem of whether to buy from one or the other,
but more important what particular jobbers and manufacturers
to patronize. The buyer should analyze and. evaluate each oos-
sible source according to the factors governing the choice of
_.
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source of suoply discussed earlier In this chaoter. Only upon
performing this task will he select wisely those sources that
will enable the store to orosoer over the long run. A word of
warning the source that may be fashion-wise and duality
and orlce right today may be »n undesirable one tomorrow. The
buyer must be continually apprehensive of the possibility of
such contingencies.
..
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CHAPTER IV
HOW TO BUY WOOLENS
1 • Dire ct Communicati on
The itfoolen Diece goods buyer will purchase some of
his fabrics by mail, telephone and telegraph. This method of
buying woolens, as a rule, should only be emoloyed for reor-
ders and soecial orders on those materials that the buyer
knows the style, Quality and orice. The bulk of his our-
chases should be made with salesmen and/or in the market. It
is very imoractical to use this method for the major seasonal
Durchases. Jobbers and manufacturers supply their trade with
sample books and price lists in an effort to sell by means of
direct communication, but it is best to see and feel the oual-
ity samples (large swatches) at least, before buying any fab-
rics that the buyer does not have definite knowledge of as to
style, quality and price. The buyer may use this method after
he has seen and judged the offerings either from visits in the
market or after salesmen have called. Staple materials lend
themselves better to this technioue than do fashion fabrics
and new materials. Letters are less expensive than telephone
and telegraph and should suffice unless the need is urgent.
In this latter situation, the last two media will tend to
cause the vendor to take Quicker action in shipping the goods.
The buyer also in the use of the telephone is able to ascertain
then and there whether or not he will have to purchase the goods
—.
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elsewhere
.
II Buying from Salesmen
The second method of buying woolens and worsteds
for retail is through the jobber's and manufacturer's sales-
men that visit the store. Fabric deoartments, large and
small, make extensive use of this method of buying in vary-
ing degrees. It is esoecially convenient to those small re-
tailers who cannot get to the central market often, if at
all, because of distance and cost. It is best for these oat-
terns that do not change raoidly, i.e. staples. Once a buyer
finds out that a jobber or manufacturer maintains a consistent-
ly high standard of quality, is fashion-wise, is "right" in
his orlces, and has a line that is favorably received by his
customers, he can deal with the firm's salesmen as a matter
of course. Buying woolens by sample saves the buyer from go-
ing to the market city. It is also conducive to mere careful
and accurate buying than »t the market, for the buyer has more
time to look over the lines offered, an opportunity to consult
complete sales records and his actual stock in order to deter-
mine what woolens are needed as to quality, style and price
and in what proportion in order to round out the stock, and
less chance of being swept away by the salesman's enthusiasm
on home grounds. Others may also be consulted before decisions
are made. The salespeople may be asked their opinions on wheth-
er they believe that the fabric will sell and at what price.
Even if the buyer does not follow their advice after proper
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evaluation, their eero is given a lift and they will feel more
vital to the organization. This in itself is well worth the
effort of seeking advice.
It Is to the buyer's advantage that he rieveloos Dro-
per and efficient methods of handling the salesmen that call
uoon the store. He should see all that visit. They are con-
stantly bringing new woolens in some resoect, whether it be
quality, pattern or orice, and nexv ideas to the store. No
buyer can afford to miss a good buy or a good idea. Refusal
to see them can also have another and most serious effect.
The buyer not only loses the immediate opoortunity, but will
cause them to stop calling on him, thus effecting a case of
having lost a valuable source of supoly. Such sources c»n
be easily and negligently lost by the short-sighted buyer.
The woolen buyer will find that he will be unavail-
able to salesmen at certain times. Ferhaos he is In the mar-
ket, or tied up with other salesmen or duties. Such situa-
tions may be solved by having the salesmen wire or write ahead
so that the buyer will be available. They do not come often
enough so that he can afford to miss them frenuently. The
larger stores set times when the buyer will see salesmen.
The smaller store, though, must see them when they call. They
are not important enough to the vendor to make any exacting
demand such as the hierhly vplued store is wont to make. But
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this should not cause any undue difficulty to the smaller
store because the visits are not frenuent enough.
After the buyer has inspected the particular sales-
man's line, he will freauently find that it contains nothing
that is suitable to the needs of the store at the Dresent
time. In such a case, the salesman can be dismissed after a
few minutes with the request that he come back later when he
has some materials that he believes will be acceotable to the
store. Those salesmen who carry lines that the buyer does
not carry should also be politely but shortly received. It
is oftentimes ouite possible that the buyer may desire to
deal with them in the future. A store may decide to stock
a line of fine imported worsteds. It is to its advantage to
have prior contacts from which to draw upon. Therefore, the
buyer must distinguish clearly between those salesmen who
have something to offer and those that do not on a particu-
lar call. This effort to speed up interviews saves both his
and the salesman's time. But it must be stressed that wheth-
er the buyer places an order cr not, whether the salesman is
a regularly used source or not, that all salesmen should be
courteously and diploma tically received and handled. Many
salesmen complain of the sour personalities and impolite,
rough handling of some buyers. The buyer in such cases is
his own enemy. True and reliable cooperation between the buy-
er, the salesmen, and the firms themselves, is made impossible
The highly personal relationship which plays such prominent
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part in successful buying is relegated to the role of a dan-
gerous liability.
Ill Buyl ng in the M arket
Woolen niece goods buyers are increasingly taking
the initiative and going into the market to discover sources
of supoly and make commitments, instead of depending heavily
on the houses' salesmen coming to them. This trend is due
largely to the increased importance of the fashion element in
woolens, the ease of travel today, and the concentration of
the woolen piece goods market. The buyer is also able to keep
in close touch with the market, thus acquiring a more definite
and reliable "feel" of it. He can also often run across bet-
ter buys as to style, selection, quality and price. Season
openings and the consequent advantages may be realized. Con-
tact can be made with resources that do not have a well-devel-
oped selling organization.
The frequency of visits that the buyer will make to
the market depends upon the size of the department or store,
the location of the market in relation to the store, the time
of the year, market conditions and the stage of the business
cycle. A small store can hardly stand the expense, nor is it
necessary for them, cf frequent visits, especially when the
distance is great. A fabric store buyer in Bridgeport, Conn,
will be able to visit the major market city, New York, more
often than one in Portland, Maine. The time of the year also
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governs the freouency of visits. Season openings should be
attended. Perhaos the buyer will attend these openings in
order to get ideas and make later trios for volume buying.
One or more trios may be made during the season »nd finally
towards the end, in an effort to oick uo job-lots or close-
outs. Market and business conditions also are an influencing
factor. Shortages due either to a strike or unanticipated de-
mand for certain fabrics may make necessary more frequent vis-
its. Regular sources may be unable to furnish the store with
the yardage that it needs to meet customer demand. Worsteds
were very difficult to procure in large yardage in the oost-
war oeriod and buyers had to use every means at their command
in an effort to fill their needs. Visits to the market and
contacts with executives were necessary and proved to be a
most effective means of acquiring the scarce goods. In a oer-
iod of prosoerity, it is freouently a case of first come first
served. The buyer cannot sit back and expect the jobber or
manufacturer to suooly him with scarce fabrics with no defin-
ite and direct action on his oart.
The buyer, before making any visit to the market
with the ou.roose in mind of making ourchases, should careful-
ly olan his trio. He should calculate what his olanned pur-
chases are, both as to total dollar amount and to needs with-
in this amount (what woolens are needed and in what proportion
as to quality, style and price lines). From these figures he
.,
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should determine what his "open to buy" will be, i.e. the
amount either In terms of retail orlces or at cost which the
buyer may spend during a certain period on the basis of the
elans formulated. He should decide on what jobbers and manu-
facturers to visit and the amount of time to be spent. To
facilitate and assure good service, he can make appointments
so that the proper parties will be available. A haphazard
trip militates against good buying.
The woolen piece goods buyer should also include
in his buying plans visits to retail stores in the market
city. The significance of such action on his part was dis-
cussed in Chapter II. It is mentioned again in this chapter
because it is a factor that no buyer can wisely ignore in
his problem of "How to Buy Woolens".
Buying in the market, introduces the problem of
what jobbers and manufacturers to call upon. The buyer, af-
ter deciding this ouestion, should route his trio, i.e. ar-
range the order of his calls. The New York City market, being
concentrated in a relatively small area, is most helpful to
the buyer in this respect. But it is generally not wise to
call upon the sources in such an order that the route is made
shortest. A sound plan is to visit the high-price houses
first, the low second and the medium third. Thus, the buyer
has a standard upon which to judge the cheaper lines. Little
or no buying should generally be made the first trip, but note
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should be taken of interesting style numbers as to duality
and price. Buying can be done after the buyer has seen all
of the other offerings. He thus minimizes the danger of be-
ing swayed by salesmen on his first visit, having had time
to think it over. Of course, some deals are of such a na-
ture that it is imperative that the decision must be made on
the soot. But if large yardage and amount is involved, it is
usually best to think the offering over carefully and calmly.
Upon seeing the cheaper lines of woolens, the buyer will see
some fabrics that compare very favorably with the higher-
priced ones. By leaving the medium-priced ones to last, the
buyer is provided with a well-rounded basis for judging the
desirability of the offerings in the different price ranges
in which he plans to do most of his buying. If, for example,
his needs are concentrated in the medium price ranges, he can
go back later to the more expensive and cheaper houses and
fill his extreme requirements with the assurance that the high
priced woolens he selects are definitely superior to the more
popularly priced materials and that the low-priced woolens are
the best that the market affords at the present time.
The woolen buyer should not be content to make con-
tact with salesmen alone on his market visits. He should al-
so make it a very definite point to meet the chief executives
and credit managers of the firms. Such action on his part of-
ten leads to ouicker deliveries, better service and more at-
tractive prices than could be obtained otherwise. Special
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arrangements can also be made for buying unusually long yard-
age, job lots or closeouts. They can do things for you that
no salesman has the authority to do. The credit manager will
often grant authorization for new or increased credit because
of his estimate of the buyer's ability and good faith, rather
than upon capital ratine. This is esoecially important to
small stores.
It is evident that visits to the market city olay
a most Drofound role in the woolen buyer's nuest of knowledge
of what, where pnd how to buy.
IV Buying Direct from the Mill
A relatively few stores handling woolen and wor-
sted piece goods are able to buy part of their requirements
from mills that sell only through selling agents or jobbers.
These mills must be distinguished from these that have estab-
lished their own selling organizations for the retail trade.
It is necessary for the buyer to go from mill to mill in the
hooe that he will be able to Dick ud ends of first or second
auality. Large yardage of first quality fabrics is very dif-
ficult to secure by this direct method. Those mills that do
sell by this method limit their materials to a select -few.
A close oersonal contact within the mill is usually the only
means oy which the buyer is able to make any orogress. The
most favorable factor in warranting such a method of buying
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is that of orice. There is net the selection that is possible
from the orthodox sources. But those stores that have such
contacts are able to offer their customers real buys on cer-
tain materials. It is an excellent means of creating customer
good will for the store that has adopted a orice appeal policy.
It must be emphasized that this method of buying is done on a
very limited basis. If any mill made too great and known use
of it, they would be shut off by selling agents and Jobbers.
They cannot afford to acquire this stigma. They also do not
have the necessary selling and accounting setup to handle such
business. Therefore, it is definitely a method of buying wool-
ens and worsteds reserved for the "few”.
V . How to Select Woo lens
The following factors should be carefully consid-
ered by the woolen piece goods buyer in his selection of fab-
rics, whether he is buying in the market or from samples.
A. According to Cla ssification. Style. Quality and Price
When the buyer is ready to insoect the vendor's
line of woolens, he should have them Dresented to him ac-
cording to classification (woolen or worsted), style (tweed
or sharkskin), quality (low, medium or hiarh)
,
and orice (low
medium or high) . The fabrics should be presented in the or-
der in which he has drawn uo his requirements in his buying
olan. It is a sound idea to have the samples in question out
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side by side end arrange in the order of their desirability.
This method of presentation will be conducive to an easier,
more prompt and wise selection. The buying olan will be more
closely adhered to. The buyer will be far less subject to
the confusion of the numerous materials that the salesman has
presented. Orderly thinking will afford orderly and intelli-
gent buying. The following is a reoresentati ve list and de-
scription of wool and worsted fabrics that the buyer will find
himself buying to meet the demands of his customers.
Usual Texture Charact eristic Common
Name and Weight Features Uses
Broadcloth soft, medium wgt
.
woolen or worsted
smooth, lustrous
velvety naped
surface - twill
weave fabric
suits
,
coats
Challis soft, light wgt.
worsted
orinted designs dresses
,
ties
,
pajamas
Flannel soft, medium wgt.
woolen cr worsted
woolen flannel
softer and more
naoped than
worsted flannel
suits
dresses
robes
Tweed coarse, medium
weight woolen or
worsted
rough surface,
multicolor yarn
fabric
suits
coats
Melton hard finished
heavy weight
woolen
has a felted
surface
coats
t>ea
jackets
Crepe soft, light
weight woolen
or worsted
oebbly or
mossy surface
dresses
.,
.
.
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Suede soft, medium
weis-ht woolen
or worsted
smooth, dull
finish
dresses
coats
,
suits
Covert soft to hard
finish medium
woolen .worsted
twill weave
with mottled
appearance
suits
coats
Shetland soft, medium
wgt. woolen
napped surface
twi 11 weave
suits
coats
Cheviot soft, medium
weight worsted
slightly more
naooed than
unfinished worsted
suits
Serge hard, medium
weierht worsted
distinct diagonal
ridges on both
sides of fabric
suits
Twists hard, medium
weight worsted
mottled appearance
clear surfaced
suits
Fleeces soft, medium to
heavy weight
woolen
napoed surface coats
Cashmire soft, light wgt.
woolen
fine, napped
surface
dresses
Basket
Weaves
soft or hard
light to medium
woolen or worsted
plain weave
square effect
suits
coats
Plaids soft, all wgts.
woolen
slightly napped
surface, plaid,
design
dresses
suits
coats
Checks soft or hard,
all wgts
check design dresses
suits
coats
Gabardine hard, medium wgt.
worsted
clear surfaced,
steep twill
suits
coats
Jersey- soft, light wgt.
woolen or wor-
sted
faint rib on
one side
dresses
blouses
Unfinished
worsted
soft, medium wgt.
wors ted
slightly napped-
nao is pressed
suits
down
•,
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Finished hard, medium wgt . clear surfaced de- suits
worsteds worsted signs (glen olaids,
strioes , checks , etc
.
)
Weights - The matter of weights in regard to the
selection of woolens is of importance. The weight refers to
the number of ounces per yard of material. The weight of a
woolen fabric is usually anywhere from 6 ounces to 22 ounces
defending on whether it be a light dress weight or a heavy
overcoating. Many customers will reauest a certain weight
fabric, even to the ounce. It must be stressed, though, that
weight is no true indication of duality, price of warmth. A
heavy overcoating filled with shoddy may be far less exoen-
sive than a fine light weight dress crepe. For the fall-win-
ter season, the buyer will need heavier weight woolens, al-
though today all weights are demanded and worn for this season.
Lighter weight woolens are called for during the soring season.
Co lors - Basic colors are blacks, browns, navys,
greens, blues, greys, maroons, the basic oastel shades, and
mixed colors (Ex. Stuart olaid) . These basic colors are fre-
auently given melifluous names but the buyer will firid that
they are still the same. New shades are being continually
Introduced each season, but unless the buyer has excellent
reason to believe that these "new shades" will sell, he should
buy light. The color oroblem is the fashion asoect of this
field of retailing that causes the most grief for they fluctu-
ate in demand each year.

120 .
B . Consider Only ^hose Fabrics that Fit Int o Buying
Plan
If the buyer does not consider only those fabrics
that fit into the buying olan that he has oreoared, he will
discover himself buying numbers only because they are attrac-
tive, with no consideration for a well-balanced stock. He
will thus suffer lost sales and the necessity of markdowns,
desoite the excellence of the individual numbers. Unless the
buyer sticks to his olan, he will find that he has bought what
the Jobber or manufacturer wanted him to, instead of what is
needed to satisfy his customers. He will be stormed with a
great and tempting variety of woolens and worsteds of diverse
weaves, finishes, colors and qualities. He cannot possibly
buy all that he feels acceptable. He must learn to separate
the "cream" from the acceptable and the poor. The excitement
of market contacts makes it easy to forget the buying plan
and buy wildly. Therefore, the buyer must be cognizant of
this real danger and take the necessary precautions. Of course
if he comes across a good buy or an offering that was not in-
cluded in his plans out which he definitely feels will be very
favorably received by his customers and will add to the pres-
tige of the store, he can hardly reject the opportunity. No
buying plan should be wholely rigid, but should contain a ra-
tional amount of flexibility.
C. Inspect Twice Before Haklng Deci sion
It is to the woolen piece goods buyer's advantage
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that he inspects the fabrics that he contemplates buying
twice before he makes a binding decision. He must not make
this decision until he has weighed with due thought the oro 1 s
and con's and has carefully considered any unusual offerings.
One technique that may be successfully emoloyed in this con-
nection is that of putting aside or making note of on the first
insoection materials that might favorably fit into the buying
clan. Then, if in the market, the buyer can return to those
fabrics that remain favorable after he has insoected the of-
ferings of other sources. The same principle holds if the
buying is being done from salesmen's samoles in the store.
Thus, by this method of buying, the buyer can on the second
inspection eliminate undesirable and doubtful styles. His
final order should include mostly woolens that can be class-
ified as "hot-stuff" and "certains". If he happens to be buy-
ing in the store, he can get salespeople's opinions and thus
eliminate those materials that seemed acceptable at first sight.
Some buyers favor little buying on their market trips, treat-
ing them as opportuni ties to make new market contacts and to
get ideas of fashion trends, what is being offered by the
trade and in the retail stores, and a feel of the market in
general. They place their orders for their woolens after they
get back to their respective stores, either through corres-
pondence and/or often after the salesmen call.
D
. Opinion o_f
_
Associate s.
The buyer should get the opinion of his associates
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whenever possible. This is especially easy when he is buying
in the store. His salesDeoole ere in constant close contact
with the customers and know their likes and dislikes. They
are often excellent judges of retail value. They should be
asked to tell what the fabric in ouestlon will sell for with-
out knowing the Drice. But the buyer should not lean too
heavily on his clerks' advice, for their opinions may reflect
prejudice and merely their personal tastes. Perhaps the best
effect of asking their advice is the osychological effect of
making them feel a vital part of the organization. In buying
in the market it is best to have an assistant with the buyer
for this purpose, especially when the decision concerns wool-
ens that are of fashion or of an unusual nature or ouantlty.
It is a wise buyer who seeks and evaluates the advice of his
associates. False conceit and. orlde must be ruled out. Re-
gardless of the experience and the ability of buyer, there is
always errors in judgment made, and any means that may be em-
ployed to minimize these mistakes should be manfully employed.
E
. Visua li ze the Fabrics Fade ITp
Fundamentally, the customers of a yard goods depart-
ment or a fabric shop are interested in effect and not in the
particular name or construction of the material. They use
their powers of imagination to picture the materials that they
are insoecting made uo into a finished garment. ^hey are of-
ten aided in this resoect by the oictures they have seen in
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magazines, reedy to wear garments, and oatterns they have se-
lected orior to selection of the cloth. Styles change more
rapidly than woolens, therefore, it is a sound idea for the
buyer to keen an assortment of oatterns, weights and colors
that will be able to satisfy the demands of his customers
which are so strongly influenced by visualization on their
oart. The buyer in turn must visualize the woolens and wor-
steds that he is in the orocess of purchasing, made ud in or-
der to determine whether they will be suitable to his tyoe of
customer. A woolen fabric may be attractive in se, but home-
ly or inadequate in some other resoect. It behooves the buy-
er to decide how a oarticular woolen will be used by his cus-
tomers. Some woolens and worsteds will be bought with the end
in mind for ladies 'wear, others for men's wear, although today
the woman has invaded the men's wear field with their demand
for mannish checks, glen olalds, sharkskins, tweeds ^nd flan-
nels. Some materials that are unattractive in the -piece make
very attractive garments when they are properly styled and
tailored. So very much depends on the dressmaking or tailor-
ing1 job done. The buyer must also ask himself what type cus-
tomer will have use for the particular fabric and to what use
will it be suitable. Some like warmer dresses than others **or
physical and psychological reasons. Others judge warmth oy
weight. Some will buy their woolens in view of the place that
they work. An office girl will have in mind a different mater-
ial than the laboring man. tweeds and snow-suitings ore wanted
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for children's wear. Woolens for dress-uo will differ from
those adapted for hard use. Oftentimes a worsted or a woolen
will have a detail that will spoil a smart effect, or can be
used by too few of the store's customers. Perhaps the stripes
are too wide or the color or oattern too gaudy. A very large
check looks poorly on a short or thin person and makes a
large woman appear even larger. Few women can wear such a
pattern. Therefore, in such instances, the buyer should buy
lightly on these patterns. How the material will tailor is
still another consideration in this respect. In general, good
duality materials, that is those of good wool, construction
and finish, will stand up well for the puroose the cloth was
designed for and will tailor well. Poor ouslity, sleacy fab-
rics are more difficult to sew on, harder to make appear right
and hole shape far less satisfactorily. The lighter the fab-
ric, the more difficult it is to tailor, especially in men's
wear. This has led to specialization by some manufacturers
in producing such light wear men's suits as tropical worsteds.
It is evident that the buyer must visualize the materials that
he buys made up. He must have in mind, for example, that his
customers want wool crepes, flannels, jerseys, and other light
weight woolens in certain colors and at certain prices for
dresses. Whether he is in the market for dress wear, coatings,
suitings, or soortswear, he must know what his customers want.
He cannot fulfill this demand unless those woolens that he buys
coincide favorably with the imaginations of his customers.
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F . Avoid Exce ss
l
velv 31ml
1
ar Styles. Pa t tern s a nd Colors
The buyer will freciuently notice in his insoection
of a source of supply's line, woolens end worsteds that are
very favorable in every resoect but ere the seme or too close
ly similar to what he has sufficient yardage. These offer-
ings should generally be passed up. It is particularly hard
to avoid duDlications when the store carries the woolens of
several different houses. The buyer therefore must know what
he has in stock and what is on order. He should oreoare a
stock that is comprised of an assortment of styles, designs
and colors, which is broad enough to appeal to the great ma-
jority of his customers. The idea is to have every bolt add
to the assortment from the customer's point of view. Varied
weights, weaves, colors and orices are necessary. Lost sales
are greatly due to not having a orooer selection of fabrics.
Customers will go to the store that does have this selection.
It is the same idea that has helped to make suoermarkets in
the food field so successful. The consumer knows that his
wants can be taken care of when he enters the market. He
buys materials that he had no intention of buying uoon being
confronted with an attractive, colorful and wide assortment
of fabrics. The buyer therefore, must have a balanced stock
to reach this objective without an undue inventory invest-
ment. He must beware of the mistake that is made by many
stores of Discing too much emohasis on one Dartlcular factor
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in an attempt to have a selection. Oftentimes color, for
example, is stressed at the expense of an Assortment of
weaves. Instead of choosing only the five best colors out
of the possible fifteen offered in a particular fabric,
the buyer will buy the full line. A balanced assortment in
all respects is practically lmDosslble. Sales are lost and
markdcwns are necessary to move the ooorer colors in the
full line.
G-. Some Considered P o or Taste to be Selected
The buyer in his selection of woolens and worsteds
should deliberately buy some that he himself considers of
poor taste, but through experience he had discovered are ap-
pealing to a certain segment of his trade. Of course, he
should not buy fabrics that are inherently ugly. The buyer
must consider the above group in buying. Loud colors and
gaudy patterns are necessary. A stock that is all in good
taste is not an adeauate or complete assortment. Experience
will often tell the buyer what oatterns and colors should be
selected to take care of customers who have bad taste in the
buyer's eyes. Salesmen oftentimes will give the buyer tips
on materials that he has shown a dislike for but is selling
in other stores. Caution must be exercised in such a case
in order to determine whether it is the trust or simply an
effort on the oart of the salesman to oush a fabric that he
is heavy on or is stuck with.
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H. Determine the Quali ty o^ the Woolen
The art of accurately determining the duality of a
woolen or a worsted comes only through knowing what to lock
for and then through experience, being able to recognize the
factors that should be considered. Laboratory tests are nec-
essary to obtain an exact knowledge of the fabric, and to
this extent, the buyer must to a certain degree rely on the
ability and integrity of the source. But for all oractical
purposes, the buyer should be able to determine the ouality
of the woolen from close insoection of the yarns, weave, fin-
ish, appearance and feel of the fabric. He will develoo,
through experience, the ability to "feel" the fabric and to-
gether with what meets his eyes, be able to know the quality
of the material. Appearance and handle are of prime import-
ance in determining the ouality of a wool fabric. It is in-
deed surprising the number of women today who can distinguish
between the oualities of two materials even when this differ-
ence is close. They go to the high-priced exclusive shops and
•
feel and notice the cloth used in the garments. As a result,
they cannot be hoodwinked easily by the piece goods store.
The buyer must also know ouality and take the necessary pre-
cautions, for if he does not, he will find himself with in-
ferior goods at high prices. The result is obvious. It is
interesting to note in this respect that the sample will have
a different handle than the ouality swatch, and the duality
swatch in turn, will feel very different from yardage. As the
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material increases In size, the cloth has the feeling of more
body, finer handle, and closer weave. The buyer has a right
to expect that this will hold true in the woolens and worsteds
that he buys from sample. Quality woolens create consumer-
buyer good-will. Those fabrics that will not stand up under
the use for which they were designed are to be avoided. The
question of defects in the yardage delivered is an entirely
different consideration and cannot be ascertained by the buy-
er at the time he is selecting his line.
1 . Reasonable ness of the Price Quo ted
The reasonableness of the orice ouoted by the source
of supply is of the utmost importance in the buying of woolen
and worsted piece goods, especially when close competition is
prevalent
.
On the whole, finished goods prices tend less to
follow the violent fluctuations of raw material
prices than gray goods, without at the same time
having the rigidity character! stic of fabricated
products and retail prices. (1)
The commercial value of woolens and worsteds is determined
partly by the structure of the cloth and partly by the design
including color and dyeing effects. In many woolens, the lat-
ter is more important than the construction. The former is
on a strictly competitive price basis (labor and materials).
This is not so important in regard to the latter. There is
more stress on originality, or beauty of design and conformity
XT) The Merchandising Division of the NRDG-A, The Buyer's
Manual, New York, 1937, P. 47.
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to current fashion. Elements of this kind cannot be stand-
ardized, and prices will contain some allowance for these
more valued fabrics. The buyer should judge the reasonable-
ness of the orice emoted by estimating the retail price at
which the fabric can be sold readily and then apoly his nor-
mal markup to It in order to determine if the cost orice is
acceptable. If he discovers that the orice emoted is too
high to fit satisfactorily into his orice line, he might re-
fuse the material if the vendor will not come down in orice.
Demand, though, might force him to buy. He can average his
markup by getting a larger markup on another ourchase. Com-
oetition among the many sources of supply is keen and orices
auoted are extremely close for comoarable fabrics. Salesmen
are frequently instructed on certain numbers in their line
that the firm is heavy on, are selling ooorly, or some sirail-
arily serious reason, to sell at a orice below that nuoted
if they are met with resistance by the retail buyer. The
smaller houses give their salesmen more leeway in this re-
gard. The store's orice lines should be set in order to meet
the oocketbooks of their oarticular customers. With this
fact in mind, the buyer can more wisely determine whether the
price nuoted by the source is favorable to his particular
store and customers.
J . Avoid Destructive Criticism of the S a lesmen '.s lines
No normal person likes destructive criticism in any
form. It is evident, therefore, that the salesmen who visit
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the store with their lines are certainly no exception to this
fundamental rule. A buyer should not criticize his line or
give the impression that he knows all there is to know about
the salesman's fabrics. It is discouraging to the salesman
for the buyer to continually stress the imoerfect features
of his line. As a result of these immature tactics, he may
take great delight in giving the buyer as shabby p deal ns
possible. It closes the good door to valuable sources of
information. It limits his basis for judgment and deorives
him of selling ooints of value. The buyer should instead
be humble, friendly, and encourage the salesman to enlighten
him. If he does not like a particular number, he does not
have to say that it is "terrible" or some other disparaging
remark, but can sinroly comment that it is not of the ouality,
oattern, etc. that he is in the market for at that particular
time. Inexoerienced buyers might find it best frequently to
admit ignorance and ask the salesmen to help them in their
selections. Few will "sock" you after laying your cards on
the table, but they will strive to "fix" a buyer who is un-
fair in his words and deeds. Favorable relations with sales-
men are essential for advantageous buying.
K
. Llm l t Sel e c t ion s to Cream of Offerings
^he buyer cannot oossibly expect to carry the in-
numerable weaves, oatterns, weights and colors that are avail-
able to him in woolens and worsteds. It is hie task, and a
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very difficult one, to select only these numbers that might
be considered the "cream of the offerings" in relation to his
particular store and customers. Lost sales and heavy mark-
downs will be necessary if he does not do this. He must de-
cide what will be the best sellers. In general, his staples
as to weave, pattern and color will constitute the backbone
of his inventory. Materials that have a high fashion asoect,
should be bought cautiously and in small yardage. Perhaos,
for examole, a whole range of colors is offered in a light-
weight wool faille, but the buyer feels that only the staple
colors, black, brown, green and gray will sell well. In such
a case, he should olace an order for these colors only unless
there is sufficient reason to believe that one or more other
colors might warrant small yardage in an effort to make the
selection better and thus sweeten uo the stock. Of course if
there is a definite indication that one of the other colors
offered will be in vogue for the season, that color should cer-
tainly be stocked. The buyer cannot expect to realize a fast
turnover on every woolen that he buys, but he should definite-
ly strive to eliminate as many chances for error as he oossibly
can. A stock of staples alone is poor merchandising for the
customer wants a selection desoite the fact that she will, in
the majority of instances, ourchase a fabric that is consid-
ered staple in every resoect. A orooerly balanced stock is
therefore the object of the woolen buyer.
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Quantity of New Mat e rials Bought Should Be Small
The nuantity of new woolens or worsteds with a
high fashion asDect ordered by the buyer should be of rela-
tively small yardage. There is generally emole opoortunity
to reorder if the material Droves to be a good seller. It
is a dangerous practice for the buyer to place large initial
orders on such fabrics on the basis of a hunch. There are,
of course, exceptions. If there is no opportunity to reorder
and after sufficient reflection the buyer feels that the new
fabric will be wanted for the season by his customers, then
he can take the chance. But first he should bring into play
the many aids to fashion forecasting that he has at his com-
mand. A buyer must of necessity take chances, but when small
yardage is ample to gauge demand, and reorders are possible,
then it is foolish to take in long yardage of a new number.
Risks are inherent in the business, but there is little ra-
tionality in going out of the way to find them.
VI
.
Buying Job Lots
A. In General
A job lot may be defined as an assortment of wool-
ens and/or worsteds that a jobber or manufacturer has been
unable to sell at regular prices and is now offering at a re-
duced flat price for the whole assortment. As a rule the buy-
er should not buy a job lot unless the entire lot can be sold
.I
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promptly end pt a satisfactory markup. Since the lot will
usually consist of nieces of different values, it is a sound
idea to sort it into price classes and to determine the total
amount at retail that can probably be realized. After calcu-
lating what the buyer believes he can sell the lot for, he
should determine what he can afford to pay for the lot. If
the markup is too low, then he should not buy it unless he
can get the vendor to lower the price.
B
. Pitfalls
In buying job lots of merchandise, buyers are fre-
quently deceived by a few leaders which have been
put in by the seller to "sweeten up" the lot. The
lot must be judged, however, by how well all of it
will sell, rather than how sell seventy-five per
cent of it will sell. It is usually the last ouar-
ter or third of a "lot" of merchandise that deter-
mines whether it is profitable or unprofitable. (1)
Poor assortments, especially from the viewpoint of short yard-
age and off-colors are most freouent . The markdown risk is
great. Therefore, the buyer should have a markup higher than
regular. There is also the danger of buying unseasonable fab-
rics, which usually require a very low price to move out of
season. The buyer must not buy job lots of woolens without
taking the above dangers into careful consideration.
C . Effect On Regular Stock and Prices
Many yard goods departments and fabric shoos do not
(1) Murphy, John Allen. Buying. Alexander Hamilton Institute,
New York, 1927, p. 57.
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buy job lots because of the effect that they might have on
their regular stock, orices and the orestlge of the store.
•Job lots may force a markdown on the regular stock before
it is necessary. In order to reduce the number of mark-
downs necessary, it is often better to sell out a major oor-
tion of your regular stock before Introducing "jobs". A
store that is striving for orice appeal will find them much
more suitable to Include in their buying plans than the
store that has a policy of carrying only ouality merchan-
dise. Usually they should fit into your regular stock as-
sortment. But many stores buy lots of types of woolens that
they'do not usually carry because of the profit and promo-
tional oossibili ties . There is also the definite opportun-
ity of trading up after getting the customers into the store
because of the orice appeal that is synonomous with the name
"job lot". There is definitely a great many women who are
attracted to a fabric store because of price. This is more
true perhaps in this ohase of retailing than in most others.
A remnant table is the "magnet" of many stores.
_,
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The buying of woolen and worsted piece goods for
retail is a fesclnp tingly sctive end interest-consuming busi-
ness. No buyer who performs his mpny end diverse duties ps
they should be orooerly enscted will find the occupation dull
or tedious. It is p phase of retailing, much akin to ladies
ready to wear, in that it requires a keen mind backed uo by a
reservoir of scientific, social and economic knowledge. The
buyer, in a sense, must be at the same time a mill man, a
business man, a fashion expert, and a psychologist. It is a
not a field for the mentally stagnant, the single-minded or
the anti-social. No, the woolen buyer must be interested in
and have sound knowledge of the wool that goes in to make up
the fabrics that he sells from the time that this wool is
shorn until it is in the hands and garments of his customers.
This thesis has attempted to take the reader along
the oath that is followed by the woolens and worsteds that
are on the shelves and tables of fabric stores and yard goods
departments as it is seen through the eyes of a retail buyer
of such textiles. In the first chapter the reader saw how
necessary it is for the buyer to have a sound understanding
of the merchandise he buys and sells from an historical and
technical viewpoint. The wool textile history in North America
,«
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wpg briefly trpced ps p first step in the acquisition of such
an understanding. Characteristics of woolens and worsteds
were then discussed so that the reader would be able to di-
gest more intelligently the subsequent cages. In order that
the buyer might understand the many processes that the raw
material wool goes through to make a finished niece of cloth,
such phases as selection and grading, processing, preparation
of the fibers, spinning, weaving, finishing and allied opera-
tions were treated. It is believed that every buyer should
have a firm knowledge of the history and technicalities be-
hind the fabrics that he sells. He will not only be a more
proficient buyer but a person who will be able to do a better
selling job, for he will be able to impart this knowledge to
his salespeople who, in turn, will be able to more intelli-
gently and effectively serve and sell the store's customers.
The first step in the buying process of woolen and
worsted piece goods is that of determining what to buy, Chap-
ter II. In order to determine what to buy, it is unequivocal-
ly necessary to have a lucid understanding of consumer buying
habits and tastes in this respect. The consumer is a rather
fickle Individual, but it is fortunate that she follows cer-
tain basic patterns from which the buyer may commence to make
judgments and forecasts. There is a demand for woolens and
worsteds in piece a-oods form, but what particular numbers and
in what yardage is the problem that plagues the buyer. This
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problem can only be answered by an understanding of consumer
demand, the customer of today, and the particular customers
that the store is desirous of catering to. There are many
and diverse methods by which this information may be secured
and they should be religiously employed. A buyer cannot af-
ford to sit complacently, deceived by his own conceit. Sound
knowledge comes only through study and work. As a starting
point, the buyer has at hie disposal valuable sources of in-
formation of what to buy, within his own store. Past sales,
for example, will tell him what his staples are, what numbers
should always be carried, even if the yardage is small. Sea-
sonal demands, special sales and yard goods control also aid
in this determination. The salespeople are invaluable and
incessant founts of information. Trade papers and fashion
magazines tell much. The salesmen who call are still another
source. Outside the store, visits to competitors ’ stores,
the market city and stores in the market city, are of certain
value. ves, these and many more sources of information on
what to buy are at the disposal of the buyer in his ciuest for
knowledge of what to buy. It is merely for him to recognize
their existence, to appreciate their value, and to make sound
and continual use of them.
It follows logically that after a buyer has re-
solved whet to buy, he should then meet the problem of where
to buy these fabrics. The Importance of selecting the most
advantageous sources of supply cannot be stressed too strongly.
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De facto it is too frenuently lightly considered. In this
paper, in Chapter III, the dominant factors that govern the
choice of a source of supply were individually treated. Each
one of these factors should be used In the measuring of the
worth of any particular jobber or manufacturer . The error of
placing sole or undue emphasis on any particular one should
be watched for and avoided. With these factors in mind and
in use, the buyer then can proceed to make use of sources of
information of where to buy. Past experience, salesmen, visit
to market centers, competing stores and trade and general ad-
vertising are all such sources. Next comes the problem of
whether to buy from jobber or manufacturer or both. The cir-
cumstances surrounding and the policies of the particular
store decide this issue. In general though, most fabric
stores of size make use of the advantages of both.
The fourth chapter, "How to Buy Woolens", cannot
be separated from the proceeding ones for it flows directly
from them and is a result of them. It is in a sense a prac-
tical application of the decisions "what to buy" and "where
to buy". And thus it follows that after the buyer has made
his buying? plans as to content (what to buy and how much) and
to source (where to buy) he should then consider and have due
knowledge of the technioues of buying woolens and worsteds,
(how to buy). The different methods of buying, such as di-
rect communication, salesmen, in the market, and at the mill,
were of necessity discussed. And in order to enact effectively
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these methods of buying, several technloues end fsctors that
must be employed were treated individually. They are reitera-
ted here in orinciole. The buyer of woolens and worsteds should
select them according to classification
,
style, duality and
price. Only those that fit into the buying olan should be con-
sidered. There should be tvro insoections made before the fin-
al decision. The ooinion of associates should be asked for and
evaluated. The buyer should visualize the fabrics made up.
Excessively similar styles, patterns and colors should be avoid-
ed. Some fabrics that are considered poor taste should be sel-
ected. The quality of the material should be determined. The
reasonableness of the orice quoted is still another factor of
importance. The technique of avoiding destructive criticism
of salesmen's lines is treated. And finally, the advice of
limiting the selections made to the cream of the offerings is
discussed
.
The reader should not feel self-sufficient and all-
knowing concerning the buying of woolen and worsted piece
goods for retail from a reading of this paper. Such would be
sheer folly. At best, it can serve as a stepping stone, a
thought Drovocative, for the person interested in this phase
of retailing. Behind each conceot that has been out forth
lies the necessity for oractlcal exoerience for a clear under-
standing of this business and a basis for positive action of
soundness. There can be no substitute. It is hoped, there-
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fore, that thj 8 paper will at least acquaint the reader with
many of the problems that he will be called uoon to face In
buying worsted and woolen piece goods for retail, and that
when they occur, he will recognize them, appreciate their
Importance, and as a result successfully solve them. If one
person is so assisted as a result of a perusal of this paper,
the writer will be amply rewarded
.
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APPENDIX

6Z-2 5 1 1-47
House Order No.
Salesman’s
Order No.
Customer’s Order
No..
Dept..
‘‘BOTANY”
BRAND
CERTIFIED FABRICS
NSW YORK SHOWROOMS
BOTANY BUILDING
16 WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
LUxemburg 2-1000
BOTANY MILLS, INC.
“BOTANY” BRAND PRODUCTS FOR WOMEN— DEPT. WF
PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY
14.9
Date. . 194 .
Ship to
Street <Sl No.
City, Zone & State
Buyer’s Signature or
Shall we hold for Confirmation?.
Terms 1/ 10-Net 60 F. O. B. Passaic, N. J.
Salesman Shipping Date Ship Via Checked By
DESCRIPTION Color
FOR MILL USE ONLY
Yards
Ordered
Price
per
Yard
Approx.
Total
Width YardsShipped i 2 3 4 5
£QPJl
g]iJM
1
1

This order memorandum is offered by the buyer subject to acceptance and confirmation by trie
seller, through its duly authorized representative at its office at Passaic, N. J„ and will become a
contract only when signed by the seller or confirmed in writing by die seller. The order shall
be deemed dated as of the date of such confirmation.
The provisions required to be included in every sales contract or order by the Rules of
Practice and Merchandising for the Piece Goods Selling Division of the Wool Textile Industry
as duly approved by die Administrator, together with certain additional clauses, are hereby made
a part of this contract and are printed on the back hereof.
Prices on any undelivered portion of this contract are subject to any further increase or de-
crease due to Government action and any present or future Federal legislation affecting the
seller’s costs, and deliveries may be modified to the extent necessitated by any such Governmental
action or legislation affecting production.
The undersigned hereby orders the above goods upon the terms as stated, including the
terms and conditions printed on the back of this contract and forming a part hereof.
APPROVED UNIFORM PROVISIONS
1. This order is not subject to cancellation except for failure to deliver in accordance
with conditions of sale.
2. Seller shall not be held liable for delayed delivery or for non-delivery caused b|y
strikes, fires or other causes beyond their control. If the production of the mill is curtailed
by such causes, deliveries shall be demanded only proportionate to the production.
3. The acceptance by common carrier shall constitute delivery. "In the event of truck
delivery, whether such truck be buyer's truck, seller’s truck or truck of independent contractor,
title to the goods shall pass to the buyer upon delivery aboard the truck, and thereafter the
goods shall be at buyer’s risk.”
4. Merchandise shall not be returned nor allowance made after 30 days from receipt, nor
after goods are sponged, cut, or otherwise processed.
5. Terms of sale and delivery are set forth herein. Any additional conditions or speci-
fications applying to this order must be stated on the face hereof, and may not be in conflict
with the provisions printed hereon.
6. Partial deliveries shall be paid for at contract prices upon maturity of bills therefor.
7. This order is given and accepted subject to limit of credit determinable at any time
by the seller.
8. All freight, express, and delivery charges shall be paid by or charged as a separate item
to the buyer. This shall not apply to the difference between express and freight,, which difference
shall be paid by the mill if goods are ordered by freight but are shipped by express because of
lateness in delivery.
9. The prices and terms quoted on this order are those actually applying to this trans-
action and are not subject to any discount not stated hereon, or to any rebate, or modification.
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
Shipments shall be f.o.b. common carrier most convenient to the mill, or if prepaid by the
mill or delivered by the mill's own truck, the cost of delivery from the mill to the customer
shall be charged for on the invoice as a separate item not subject to discount.
If the buyer is in default in payment or otherwise in any respect on this or ajny other
order, the seller may defer shipment until such default is removed, and/or may cancel any
undelivered portion of this order and/or all outstanding bills of the buyer shall, iat the seller’s
option, become due and payable forthwith.
Shipment of yards ordered may be within 3 yds. of amount specified for each item ordered,
and such delivery shall be accepted by the buyer in fulfillment of his order and paid for as
invoiced. (This applies only to orders 12 yds. or over per color.)
All claims for loss or damage must be reported to the carrier within fifteen days after
receipt of shipment.

These
perso
Supei
Mills,
patter
even 1
per yc
t Certified by B
"BOTANY"
MAT NO.
Reoresent
* BOTANY ttRANIX •
GABARDINE
another easy-to-sew
"Botany" Brand Certified
Fabric for Home Sewing
This superb fabric is the
answer for any woman who
wants a smart, personalized
home-sewn wardrobe. Up-to-
the-minute styles can be
fashioned from "Botany"
Brand Gabardine because it's
especially designed for home
sewing.
$00 per yd
Dealers Name
tCertified by Botany Laboratories
"BOTANY" is a trademark of Botany Mills, Inc., Passaic, N. J. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

- BOTANY MAND *
GABARDINE
another easy-to-sew
"Botany" Brand Certified
Fabric for Home Sewing
This superb fabric is the
answer for any woman who
wants a smart, personalized
home-sewn wardrobe. Up-to-
the-minute styles can be
fashioned from "Botany"
Brand Gabardine because it's
especially designed for home
sewing.
$00 per yd.
Dealer,? Name
tCertified by Botany Laboratories
"BOTANY" is a trademark of Botany Mills, Inc., Passaic, N. J. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
I
Reg.U.S.Pot.Off.
tCertified by Botany Laboratories
Ask for this "Botany" Label to
Sew in your "Botany" Garment
A Truly
Famous Fabric
Here's a distinguished member
of the family of “Botany" Brand
tCertified Fabrics for Home
Sewing. Soft, lightweight 100%
virgin wool flannel sponged
and shrunk. You can fashion
it into a superb home-
sewn garment. At our piece
goods counter.
$00 to $00 per yard
Dealer; Name
MAT NO. F-504

Tteroneffe
1
Crepe f
A promise of better wardrobes
to come with this magnificent |
"Botany" Brand tCertified Fabric ... F
Baronette Crepe .. . ’
an all-wool dress and suit fabric
that resists wrinkles and retains its
shape. It's sponged and shrunk, for
home sewing. Extra value and
service at no extra cost. I
$00 to $00 per yard
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
tCertified by Botany laboratories l

fftCS FOB home Sdv#Af_
SPECIALLY CREATED FOR
HOME SEWING
ADDED SMARTNESS AT
LOWER COST
These are the ideal fabrics for your
personalized home sewn wardrobe.
Superbly woven by famed Botany
Mills, they come in many beautiful
patterns and attractive colors to suit
even the most particular taste. $00
per yard.
SPELL
Dealer,? Name
tCertified by Botany Laboratories
"BOTANY" is a trademark of Botany Mills, Inc., Passaic, N. J. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
MAT NO. F-700
r
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REPRESENTATIVE WORSTEDS
Sharkskin
Gi-len plaid
Clear finish
Hounds t ooth check
Twist

145 .
REPRESENTATIVE WORSTEDS
Serge Kill finished
Tropical Covert

146
REPRESENTATIVE WORSTEDS
Flannel Faille
Challls

147 .
REPRESENTATIVE WOOLENS
Donegal nab
tweed
Londonderry Donegal
tweed
Irrlde6cent Plaid
Check Creoe

148 .
REPRESENTATIVE WOOLENS
Felted
_
Shetland
Basket weave Irridescent
Novelty
(30W-70R)
Novelty
( 60W-40R)

149 .
REPRESENTATIVE WOOLENS
Hop s Peking; Crepe
Fleece Melton
Suede Bcucle

150
REPRESENTATIVE WOOLENS
Heather
Came ls hair
(60W - 40 camels hair)
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